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Elect Her conference encourages women
to run for office, leadership positions
Marcella Cheviot
Contributor
Approximately 30 students from around Maine
attended the Elect Her Conference at the Wells Conference Center on Sept.
26. The conference was
sponsored by the American
Association of University
Women and Running Start.
Both organizations focus on
empowering young women
and encouraging them to
run for public office.
The event featured guest
speakers Ellie Espling, Sara
Gideon and Michelle Dunphy from the Maine State
House of Representatives.
The trio led discussions
about their campaigns, the
importance of student government and the difficulties
women face because of the
gender gap present in politics.
Much of the conference
focused on the issues women face in government, such
as the overwhelming evidence of the political gender gap. Women only make
up 19 percent of congress
and women of color only
make up 4.5 percent.

As the lecturers pointed
out, the gap isn’t limited to
congress. The gender gap
is present in most branches
of government across the
country — even in student
government.
“Next Step RUN!”, a
documentary film by Pam
Maus, was also shown at
the conference. The film
features Espling, her midterm campaign in 2014, and
the struggles she faced on
her journey into office.
Espling, a Republican
from District 65, representing Poland and New
Gloucester, won her district
in 2014 after the incumbent
democrat Peter Kent withdrew from the race. Espling
defeated replacement candidate Rosa Van Wie by
nearly 700 votes.
Leadership workshops
and social networking were
also key parts of the conference. Abby Roche, a graduate student from the UMaine Communications and
Journalism
Department,
helped plan the event as a
member of the Elect Her
Core Campus Team.
According to Roche, the
goal of the Elect Her con-

Participants in this year’s Elect Her conference held at Wells Conference Center.

ference is to get “women to
understand their potential
as leaders,” and also “for
women and men alike to

understand that there is a
need for women in elected
office.”
“You could look at Elect

UMaine alum looks to
expand ride-sharing service

Courtesy of Abby Roche

Her as a platform for women to stand upon as they
make decisions as to whether or not they want to run

University of
Maine unveils
redesigned
mascot
Samuel Shepherd
News Editor

Spencer Wood, University of Maine graduate and founder of Tip Whip, LLC.

Hannah Chambers
Staff Writer
University of Maine
alumnus Spencer Wood
launched a free ride sharing service in Dec. 2014,
allowing students to request rides just by calling
his personal cell phone.
As the company gained
popularity, Wood recruited more drivers and was
eventually able to create a
mobile site for the service.
Now, after winning a few
entrepreneurial competitions, Wood has the funds
to develop a mobile app.
“It’s pretty much like
Uber,” Wood said of the
app. “It’ll use kids’ current
location. They’ll just click
‘pick me up,’ and it’ll send
a request to the closest
driver. Within 15 seconds,
the driver will accept the
Tuesday
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request and be on the way.”
Wood added that although the app is similar
to Uber, which is being increasingly used by UMaine
students, he isn’t worried
about having to compete
with other ride services.
“It’s a for students, by
students, type of deal,”
Wood said. “There’s no
fees, it’s just tips. That way
everyone gets home safely,
regardless of how much
money they have.”
Wood believes that students are much more comfortable receiving a ride
from a peer than they are
from a complete stranger.
“It’s cool to get in the
car and turn the music up
and say, ‘hey, I see that kid
at the rec,’” Wood said.
The app will include a
“tip-splitter” feature that
will allow riders to split
Wednesday
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the cost of the ride among
themselves. Tip Whip does
not have set pricing and
operates solely on tips.
Although Tip Whip is a
less-expensive option than
Uber or taxi services, it’s
still quite profitable for
the student drivers who
keep an 80 percent cut of
the tips they make. Wood
estimates that drivers usually make $18-25 an hour,
which adds up to about
$150 a night.
The app is set to launch
by Oct. 16 for Homecoming Weekend. It will be
available for immediate
use at UMaine, the University of Southern Maine and
hopefully, the University
of New England. Wood is
also looking to bring the
service to the University
of New Hampshire. If the
expansion is successful, he
Thursday
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hopes to continue to move
to additional schools.
Wood described the app
development as a process
of trial and error. After
attempting to use a local
company, Wood said that
he “pretty much wasted
$11,000 and they just made
it look like a virus from the
1990s that didn’t do what I
wanted.”
Eventually, Wood found
NetSmartz, a New York
based company specialized
in transportation apps. The
company is currently developing the Tip Whip app
in India.
There are currently six
Tip Whip drivers in Orono
and a handful of students
who have expressed interest in driving once the app
launches. Students looking
to become drivers can contact Wood at TipWhip.org.
Friday
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for a position, whether it
be political, or a leadership
position in general,” Roche
said.

On Sept. 26, The University of Maine unveiled the redesigned Bananas T. Bear mascot before UMaine football’s
home opener against the University of Rhode Island.
The main goal, as explained by Peter Sprague,
president of the Sigma Xi
chapter of Alpha Delta National Fraternity, was to mimic the image on the Black
Bear logo that adorns University of Maine merchandise.
“The new suit was designed after the Black Bears
image,” Sprague said. “The
design team tried to get Bananas T. Bear to look very
similar to that image.”
While some might think
that the logo image for Maine
might be a bit frightening to
children if it were to be personified, Sprague assured that
the design team took care of
it.
“As a design team, we
softened the image to look
less scary for children,”
Sprague said. “The new look
will help match branding of
UMaine that will be easily
recognizable.”
As well as an updated
look, the suit was designed
with the newest advances to
help out the human encased
in the suit.
“The overall design of the
new suit has been developed
with the latest technology,
that make the fit of the costume more comfortable, cool,
and functional,” Sprague said.
The new mascot was
Saturday
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teased in an announcement
on First Class, showing only
the arms and uniform worn
by Bananas during UMaine
football games.
In 1914, a real black bear,
named Jeff, was loaned to
the university, in hopes to
bring life to a sub-par football
team. The fans, as described
on GoBlackBears.com, went
“bananas” for the bear. The
following year, the University was given a cub and named
it Bananas.
There were 15 different
bears that served as Bananas
for UMaine, the last being
Cindy Bananas in 1966, when
live mascots were banned in
the state of Maine.
Since 1969, Alpha Phi
Omega, renamed Alpha Delta
in 2007, have provided a human Bananas, which was last
updated over 10 years ago.
Sprague said that it was time
for a new suit after years of
working.
“The current suit was received in 2001,” Sprague
said. “It has seen a lot of
events, and has earned its retirement. There has been a lot
of wear and tear.”
The new Bananas was unveiled on the “Maine Black
Bears” Facebook page before the game, with mixed
reviews. Many cited that
the new mascot “would take
time to get used to” and that
he looked more like a big cat
than a bear. Lindsay Ostrofsky, a university studies student, took a shot at the new
mascot, citing that it looks
See Bananas on A2
Sunday
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The redesigned Bananas T. Bear mascot was revealed in a Sept. 26 Facebook post.

Courtesy of University of Maine

more like a panther than a
black bear.
“The issue with the new
mascot costume is the head
is too small and does not look
like a black bear,” Ostrofsky
said. “Whoever designed the
costume should have enough
common sense to know that
there is a difference between
the two.”
Ostrofsky also thought the
students were shut out of the
creative process.
“I thought we are The University of Maine Black Bears
not The University of Maine
Panthers.” Ostrofsky said.
“What I think they should
have done is, maybe, come
up with a couple ideas, and
asked the students opinions,
and go from there”
However, the mascot did
bring some good luck, as
UMaine defeated Rhode Island 27-17.
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Black Bear Attack cancelled after five years
Taryn Lane
Contributor
The Black Bear Attack
obstacle course race has been
a fan favorite for students
and faculty since it began
five years ago in 2009. This
year, however, the race has
been cancelled.
The Black Bear Attack
utilized the running trails
behind the New Balance
Student Recreation Center,
ran about 3.5 miles, and included obstacles such as a
pumpkin carry, a mud crawl,
a water slide and a zombie
chase. Every year after its
first, the Black Bear Attack
race reached its maximum
participant cap of 350.
Lauri Sidelko, the director of the Student Wellness
Resource Center, has always
headed the effort to put on
the race.
“We used to do [the
Black Bear Attack] as part
of national hazing prevention week… it was also in
conjunction with family and
friends weekend, and we did
it as an activity at the beginning of the year to promote
hazing prevention, but also
to have fun,” Sidelko said.
It has always been very
popular amongst students
like Hallie Geldermann, who
ran the race for the past two
years.

“It was just a great opportunity to do an activity
on campus as well as be out
there and be active. It gave
me motivation to keep running even past the summer,
and stay in shape,” Geldermann said. “One of my favourite obstacles was the big
mud crawl into the swampy
area in the field… it was really fun to get down and dirty
and just be active on a nice
fall day.”
Sidelko said it began with
the combining of “family
and friends” weekend with
Homecoming weekend.
“A lot of things came
together to make that decision,” Sidelko said. “Moving
the race to later in October
[during the new “family and
friends” weekend] means
that the weather is kind of a
crapshoot… it’s iffy. So there
were safety concerns with
that.”
Sidelko was also concerned with the lack of volunteers, capacity to close
roads and keep the woods
safe, and how the race would
fare against others of its kind.
“We had an obstacle
course race coming to campus, the Insane Inflatable
5k… so we knew there was
an adventure-type race that
was already going to occur,
and that was going to conflict… we didn’t know how

Runners compete in the Black Bear Attack last year.

that would change our numbers.”
Sidelko and the Student
Wellness Resource Center
gave forewarning, broadcasted the absence of the Black
Bear Attack on social media sites, and received little
backlash.

“That leads me to believe
that people just moved on
from it.”
Geldermann disagrees;
for her, it was more than a
race.
“I’m really bummed about
it being cancelled this year…
I was actually gonna [sic] in-

File Photo

vite my parents to come up
and run it with me, and it was
gonna be a weekend where
they would come up and see
UMaine,” she said. “I’m an
out of state student, so they
don’t get many chances to.”
According to Sidelko,
they will re-evaluate for next

year. In order for the race
to continue next year, they
would need more resources,
and Sidelko isn’t sure that
that will happen.
“You know, we had five
great years. We don’t know
what the future of it is, but
we had five great years.”

UMaine
“Mission-differentiated
System overall campuses” the next step in the
enrollment
University of Maine System
down, out-ofstate enrollment
rising
Marcus Caliendo
Staff Writer

Marcella M. Cheviot
Contributor
The University of Maine
System (UMS) has seen a
large increase in out-of-state
students in the fall enrollment
period, despite the number
of students across the system
dropping marginally.
Of all seven universities
in UMS, there was a decrease
of nearly 3 percent in overall
student population. Last fall
the UMS saw 29,325 students, this year, that number
fell to 28,529 students.
The University of Maine’s
flagship campus saw an increase of 7 percent of outof-state students during Fall
2015. Now, the student body
is made up of about 30 percent
out-of-state students, with
3,157 out of 10,906 students
coming from out of state.
The estimated annual tuition and fees cost at UMaine
for a Maine resident is around
$10,000. Out-of-state students
pay nearly triple that amount.
Despite the huge jump in
rates, many out-of-state students still chose UMaine.
Jeremy Bowser, a fourth-year
student, said he chose UMaine to get away.
“I picked UMaine to get
away from the city stuff,”
Bowser said. “UMaine is a
good school, but everyone
has their own reason for going places.”
While UMaine may seem
uninteresting to some students who have spent a lot of
time in state, it seems to be a
piece of paradise to those just
arriving,” Angela Alcock, a
former UMaine student from
Massachusetts, said.
“I fell in love with the
school and the campus while
I was there on a high school
field trip,” Alcock said. “The

campus was large and beautiful. It just felt like I could
fit right in with the environment.”
In-state enrollment is down
4.7 percent systemwide, but
these numbers are about what
the system officials expected.
“With fewer high school
graduates and more competition from private and for-profit institutions, our in-state enrollment is consistent with our
expectations,” Redonnet told
the Portland Press Herald.
With over a quarter of the
student population paying triple the in-state student tuition
rate, the University of Maine
system is glad to have them
coming in. Chief Student Affairs Officer Rosa Redonnett
told the Portland Press Herald the increases are “an important financial boost” to the
campuses.
The campus can only
host so many students, and
the University has a rigorous
process for admitting students. Like all universities,
test scores, GPA, high-school
transcripts,
extracurricular
activities, character traits and
written recommendations are
all taken into consideration
from year to year.
UMaine does not choose
students based on their sex,
ethnicity or religious affiliation. Prior to this year, the
university took state residency into consideration.
The admissions office did
not clarify why these considerations were removed for this
academic year, or whether instate students were preferred
over out-of-state students.
However, officials did say
that state residency played a
“minimal role” in comparison
to the other considerations for
accepted students.

Schools in the University of Maine System will
soon have their own specific
programs that make the institutions stand out amongst
them.
The system’s seven universities — University of
Maine in Orono, Augusta, Farmington, Fort Kent,
Machias, Presque Isle and
Southern Maine locations —
will lead programs that make
each school unique. This is
also to reduce the friction
between all of the schools,
and to eliminate unnecessary
staff in the UMaine System.
If no plan were to be introduced and implemented,
UMaine System products
would have a $90 million
deficit by 2020.
A motto for the UMaine
system, “One University for
all of Maine,” will be taken
into effect in this new plan

creating “mission-differentiated campuses.”
The System’s Chancellor,
James Page, at a UMaine
board meeting in January,
said “[We] believe that we
are way too administratively top heavy. We cannot afford the overhead of seven
campuses plus the system
office.”
A few schools know what
they will place as their primary focus. The University
of Maine at Machias will
spotlight marine sciences, Farmington will target
grooming future educators
and Orono will continue to
establish its land grant and
research-based focus. As Orono has invested millions of
dollars in its engineering facilities, it is determined that
it will be the center of engineering in Maine.
Each school will not just
focus on the one program
they choose, but they will
in fact be in charge of that

specific program in order to
better develop it in the state.
The plan is going to include organizing a human resources group, bringing most
UMaine System faculty onto
the Orono or Augusta campus. This is to eliminate any
barriers between the schools,
so staff from all of them can
work together to achieve
similar goals.
According to Page, it’s
most likely that faculty will
be moved to the Orono campus.
“To be sure, an enormous
amount of what happens administratively will take place
in Orono,” Page told Bangor
Daily News.
The plan will also be able
to figure out how programs
are offered throughout the
UMaine System, making
sure that one school’s specific focus isn’t replicated
somewhere else.
With engineering as the
primary focus at UMaine

in Orono, other programs
like nursing and computer
science have potential to be
restructured within various
schools. The mathematics
and english programs will
not be changed throughout
the entire UMaine System.
The University of Maine’s
president, Susan Hunter, believes this plan will be very
efficient in improving the
structure of programs in the
state of Maine, which will
help increase student enrollment.
“Being worse at things
and being smaller is not what
we’re after,” Hunter said.
The plan does have a minor drawback to it, as it is not
clear which programs will be
focused at certain institutions, and it’s up in the air to
how many jobs will be lost in
the changes.
“We’re reducing barriers
that have really stifled innovation and cooperation,”
Page said.

The Big Gig makes changes
heading into third year
Hannah Chambers
Staff Writer
Local entrepreneurial development partnership, Big
Gig, is adding an educational element to its third annual
Networking and Pitch-Off
Event to benefit aspiring innovators and entrepreneurs.
The event, which for the
past two years has consisted
of contestants pitching ideas
to a panel of judges, will
now include presentations
by experienced entrepreneurs. The guest speakers —
which Big Gig refers to as
“Keynote Pitchers” or “Big
Rigs” — will demonstrate
successful pitches.
“In the spirit of continuing our coaching of young
entrepreneurs who want to
move to the next level, we
thought this would be a good

way to keep the event fresh,”
Evan Richert, Big Gig Steering Committee member,
said.
This year’s Keynote
Pitcher is Orono resident Dr.
Todd O’Brien. O’Brien has
licensed six patented surgical products and will explain
how he successfully developed his pitch.
Big Gig is also giving
contestants the opportunity
to practice their pitches one
week before the event. The
panel will give participants
feedback to improve before
the event.
According to Richert,
most of the pitchers from
past years are still in business. However, he does not
take credit for their successes.
“It’s not because of us,
but we are one piece of the

foundation that will hopefully help these businesses succeed,” he said.
Previous contestants have
pitched a variety of ideas
from ice cream produced
exclusively of products from
local farms to cupcake toppers created by 3-D printers.
Big Gig’s sponsors,
which include local companies such as Eaton Peabody,
Blackstone
Accelerates
Growth and Orono Economic Development Corporation (OEDC), provide legal,
financial and mentorship
services to support hopeful
entrepreneurs and help fund
the Pitch-Off event. Representatives from each sponsor
have served as panel judges
and guest speakers in previous years.
“We couldn’t do it without their support,” Richert

said, adding that the University Credit Union provides
the competition’s prize money, as well as a venue for the
event.
Richert urges hopeful entrepreneurs to apply to become part of the Pitch-Off,
even if they ultimately decide not to pitch.
“We can still connect
them with people who can
be helpful to them,”Richert
said. “I think that’s really
the important message. If
you’ve got a business idea
in the early stages and want
some experience pitching, or
want to make the right connections, you get coaching
right out of the gate.”
Anyone with an interest
in entrepreneurship or innovation is invited to observe
and network with successful
professionals.
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat

UMPD

The best from UMaine’s finest

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Sept. 22
7:26 a.m. - Strange cologne
University of Maine Po-

lice Department (UMPD)
officers responded to reports of a skunk near
Stodder Hall with its head
stuck in a jar. The skunk
was never found, but game
wardens were notified.
Past Maine Campus

skunk punks:
In 2013, an officer responded to a skunk ambling around campus with
his head stuck in a cup.
In an attempt to free the
skunk, the officer struck
the cup with his baton.

However, he did not connect with only the cup,
killing the skunk in the
process.
According to the Maine
Campus Police Beat from
March 21, 2011, entitled
“Skunk scofflaw”, UMPD
received two reports of the
smell of marijuana at Hancock Hall, first at 11:08
p.m. March 17 and then
at midnight March 18. On
both occasions, officers
determined the source of
the smell to be a skunk
outside the building.
Sept. 18
1:39 a.m. - Possession

of skunk

University
Volunteer
Ambulance Corps responded to the Collins Center
for the Arts parking lot
for a bad reaction to marijuana involving multiple
first-year students. UMPD
arrived and searched firstyear student Jacob Healy’s
car. Officers found a small
amount of marijuana, Ritalin and paraphernalia.
Healy was summonsed for
unlawful possession of a
scheduled drug, possession
of marijuana and possession of paraphernalia.

Sept. 20
12:20 a.m. - Drunk as a
skunk
UMPD responded to
an resident assistant (RA)
report of an intoxicated
minor in Gannett Hall. Officers came into contact
with Nicholas Young, who
was spitting and vomiting in the hallway. Young
was uncooperative with
the RA’s when they asked
for his name and room
number. Young received a
summons for possession of
alcohol by a minor, and a
janitor was called to clean
up the vomit.

The World
This Week
Sep. 1 - Refugees flee Middle Eastern countries, seeking asylum in
Europe, creating turmoil at borders.
Sep. 5 - Pope Francis schedules his first visit to the the United States.
Sep. 5 - 10 Saudi soldiers were killed in a rebel missle strike in Yemen, according to officials.
Sep. 6 - United States will provide better intelligence and training for
rebels fighting against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Sep 6. - Thailand’s military junta extended its rule by at least seven
months after rejecting a constitution by a drafting committee.
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Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Orono issues warning to
The Avenue developers
Orono town manager Sophie Wilson gave a warning
to the developer of The Avenue, what will be Orono’s
largest student housing complex, stating that occupancy
permits will be not be issued
until construction problems
are repaired.
The Avenue will include

News • A5
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33 buildings, with 270 housing units that will hold 897
tenants. This is considerably larger than The Grove,
currently the largest student
housing complex, which
houses 620 tenants.
Code Enforcement Officer William Murphy found
that some support structures
on townhouses that are being
built were not installed properly.
“I can’t issue and won’t
issue an [occupancy permit]

for something that is unsafe,”
Murphy said during a meeting with the Orono Town
Council community development committee.
Wilson concluded the
meeting by saying, “It’s been
a real challenge to work with
this company.”
Maine Universities to
unite on Food Economy
University of Maine System chancellor James H.

Page and seven university
presidents announced plans
to establish the Maine Food
and Agriculture Center on the
University of Maine flagship
campus. System officials cited Maine’s fast growing food
economy as a key reason to
establish this center.
The center will also help
in meeting the commitment
Maine’s universities made
earlier this year, pledging
to have 20 percent locally
sourced food by 2020. The
center will establish a definition for local food, as well as
promote the opportunity to
become a university vendor
to some farmers.
“Our universities are
finding new ways to unite
and cooperate in service to
our students and the people

of Maine,” Page said. “The
Maine Food and Agriculture
Center will make the innovations and programs on
any one campus available to
everyone working to create
opportunity in our growing
food economy.”
This center will be an expansion of the current Maine
Agriculture Center than has
existed since 1999.
Washington
Monthly
names UMF Maine’s “Best
Bang for Buck”
The University of Maine
at Farmington (UMF) was
recently rated the 14th best
northeastern college for
the money by Washington
Monthly. This ranking was
the highest of all schools

in Maine. The next highest
Maine school was Maine
Maritime Academy, which
was ranked 20th.
UMF was given an overall score of 11, with the highest possible score being a 15.
UMF has a nearly 60 percent
graduation rate, and admits
83 percent of applicants. The
annual publication compares
more than 1,500 colleges,
broken up into five regions.
“We are thrilled by this
recognition,” Kathryn A.
Foster, UMF president, said
in the release. “As a premier
public, liberal arts college,
UMF provides a quality, affordable education from curriculum through career.”
Just three years ago, UMF
was ranked 151st on the
same list.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Disappointment, outrage over
new mascot unfounded
A thinner mascot does
not an outrage make.
Still, both campus and social media have been alight
with the fresh scandal of
the university’s redesigned
mascot, displeasure boiling
over with the debut of an
updated Bananas the Bear at
this past weekend’s football
game against the University
of Rhode Island.
But like this week’s crisp
fall weather, his reception
has been something less
than warm — with many
students commenting that
he looks more like a panther

than a bear, comparing his
slimmer, sleeker design to
that of a long-incarcerated
felon.
This sort of overzealous
indignation is not uncommon, particularly among
university students. Change
of any type is a contentious
subject on campus, because,
by design, students feel a
sense of ownership over
their institution. If an institution is changing without
their input and permission
it can easily be read and felt
as a betrayal of the highest
order.

But while this deeply personal connection to the university creates a hugely beneficial sense of community,
it also cultivates dangerously passionate attitudes about
inconsequential
“threats”
to the culture students have
become both accustomed to
and invested in.
With this type of intense
investment, even the minutest of shifts in school policy, class organization and
administration are met with
the sort of outrage typically
reserved for the grossest of
worldly atrocities. Hyperbo-

le takes the place of rational
discourse about small issues
of no true consequence,
while issues of serious significance that are less glamorous, less visible, are swept
beneath the rug, swallowed
by the apathy.
Truly, the redesigning of
a mascot is a small matter,
and one hardly worth the
time and effort of this manufactured hatred. School
pride is not and should not
be contingent upon the perceived quality of a costumed
representative running the
field — school pride is a

Abortion. Immigration.
Economy. Minimum Wage.
Religious Freedom. These
were some of the only topics
that were discussed during
both of the major Republican debates held in the past
month. What about college
affordability? Our country has a significant problem with students who are
spending thousands of dollars on college, yet are not
being guaranteed jobs.
Though partisanship influences how this problem,
we should all at least agree
that this is a problem, and
that it shouldn’t be ignored
during two of the most
watched debates in American history. One would assume that candidates from
both parties would be discussing higher education,

since the millennial voter
bloc continues to grow.
What are the candidates saying about college?
Some Democratic candidates have made the student
debt crisis and college affordability one of the main
topics in their campaigns.
Front-runner Hillary Clinton has proposed plans for
tuition-free community college, and help with tuition,
fees and books for four-year
public universities. Another
of the Democratic candidates, Bernie Sanders, has
radically proposed a plan
for a free college education
to everyone in this country.
Candidate Martin O’Malley
proposed that states need to
immediately freeze their tuition rates for public universities, while candidate Jim
Webb said in his campaign
announcement, “...student
loan debt is hanging over

the heads of so many of our
talented young people who
must mortgage their futures
in order to have one.”
Republican candidates,
on the other hand, have been
a bit quieter when it comes
to this issue. Some candidates, like Jeb Bush and
Mike Huckabee, believe that
the the solution to this problem is to reform the colleges
themselves. Bush argues
that students are in school
for too long, and that is what
hikes up college debt. He
said if we focused on getting our students to graduate
in four years, there would
be less debt overall. Mike
Huckabee feels that colleges
need to focus more on substantial job training and fully preparing students to get
a job after college.
Other Republican canSee Election on A7

able campus. It will never be
a thing of the past. Change
is as natural as the people
who loathe it, and like them
it has a right to stay.
But by making this
change harder than it needs
to be, by fighting development and restructuring every step of the way, students
are limiting progress and
slowing growth.
So no, the redesign of
Bananas is not an apocalyptic event on par with the Titan’s destruction of old. It is
simply another adaptation,
another interpretation, of

Campus residence
plays too big a role
in university life
for freshman

Does the 2016 election
provide hope for
college students?
Brooke Bailey
Contributor

broader, deeper thing than
that.
The sincerity and passion
of University of Maine students for their school never
has been, and never will be,
reliant solely upon the perception of its mascot. To say
that it is is both a misrepresentation of what it means to
be a Black Bear and what it
means to be a fan.
This outrage culture that
pervades our campus is a
dangerous thing. Because
change is a necessary facet
of running an effective, responsible and financially vi-

Meg Shuman
Contributor
College is a big change
for our resident first-year
students, getting used to
living on their own, attempting to find a way to
manage their not so copious amounts of free time
and other general semiadult responsibilities that
are thrust upon them. In
the process, the university becomes a home away
from home. And it should,
seeing as the price tag can
ring up to more than the
cost of their actual classes.
The root of all of this is
the university’s rule that
freshman either live on
campus or at home. They
then list all the exciting
perks of living on campus.

Those who decide to live at
home then are only a side
note. A quick mention of
the commuter lounge and
then they are onto the next
on-campus benefit.
The main frustration
is the university does not
seem to understand that
not all students live within
Orono’s town lines. This
makes event scheduling as
well as commuting difficult
at times, especially when
there is a foot of snow and
a 18 wheeler jack-knifed
across the interstate...
again. When one has to
factor in an extended drive,
the temptation of an event
often loses it glamour. We
tend to opt for extra sleep
or a closer to home activity.
Although it doesn’t
matter later within one’s

academic career, living on
campus seems so incredibly important that first
year. When distance is taken into account, towns that
are not Orono might as well
be outside the Milky Way.
There are many times
when the first question
asked when meeting another first-year student is
“which hall are you in?”
When one states they are
a commuter student, there
seems to be a disconnect.
This place of residence becomes too important. It can
create barriers that are not
meant to be placed. While
this does not seem to matter later in one’s academic
career, it can be detrimental during the first year.
See Freshman on A7
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Rape culture alive and well
in the music industry
Cameron Grover
Contributor
Since last fall, I have been
following a story that has
been becoming increasingly
bothersome to me. In the fall
of 2014, the pop singer Kesha
filed a lawsuit that stated that
she had been sexually assaulted by her manager, Lukasz
Gottwald, otherwise known as
Dr. Luke. As the situation progressed, Kesha began trying
to break free of the contract
that bound her to SONY and
Dr. Luke. Both SONY and Dr.
Luke responded with countersuits and statements that
pegged Kesha as a liar, saying
that she was fabricating her
story in an attempt to dishonestly break from her contract.
I do not know the truth
behind the story, and won’t
presume to here. I do know
a different story, and it is one
that can be told with countless
women in Kesha’s role, and
countless men and companies
in Luke and SONY’s.
I see this as a prime example of why women, and

men, who are the victims of
rape and sexual assault do
not speak out about their experience. Kesha’s career is in
danger of becoming totally
void, and it is entirely because
she dared to speak out and act
against something she saw as
harmful to herself. This is an
excellent example of how rape
culture is alive and very well,
and its supporters are wide
awake and are doing their best
to stay out of the limelight.
“Rape culture” is loosely
defined as a setting in which
rape and sexual assault are
pervasive and normalized,
typically due to surrounding
cultural attitudes about gender
and sexuality. Many people,
from both near and far would
describe modern day America
as a place that is waist deep in
rape culture, and I can not disagree with that.
When a person is penalized
for seeking help or a way out,
we show others that there is
no hope for them were they
in a similar situation. I believe
that Kesha’s situation is a terrifically powerful example of

how not even wealth and a gigantic fan-base can save you
from being the victim of assault, and how no matter what
you do or how well you arm
yourself in the battle against
your oppressor, sometimes
there is absolutely no right
way to escape. This is exactly what rape culture looks
like. This is what it looks like
when someone who has been
a victim speaks out and is
swept away as opposed to being heard. I would not be surprised if Kesha never makes it
past this battle. Many before
her have not.
The world has not heard
new music from Kesha since
2013, but just earlier this
month, Lady Gaga released a
song, called “Til It Happens
To You,” co-written by Diane
Warren, that is fueled largely
by her own experience with
sexual assault, perpetrated by
one of her own early musical
managers. Her career is in
no danger, which I believe is
mostly because her accused is
no longer an influence to her
career at this point. The rea-

son for her writing the song
was to accompany a documentary called “The Hunting
Ground,” that focuses on rape
and sexual assault on college
campuses, an issue that should
be very close to our hearts as
college students.
I have seen people in my
everyday life at University
of Maine, from professors to
students, making a very open
effort to keep rape culture off
of this campus. I continue to
be impressed by the policies
that this university has put in
place to ensure the safety and
security of its students.
I don’t mean to talk on and
on about what rape culture
is any why we need to stop
it. I really hope that nobody
reading this is capable of seeing the words “rape culture”
and thinks that that somehow
sounds like a good idea. The
point I want to make here
is that rape culture is alive
and well, and that it can affect quite literally anyone, no
matter of their status, gender
or how good you think their
music is.

Education Equally as important
as Traditional Classes
Eliza Jones
Contributor
I’m taking a 400-level
seminar this semester with
English professor Steve Evans
on Black Mountain College
(BMC). BMC was a shortlived but impressively innovative institution of progressive
education that was established
in Asheville, NC in 1933 by an
ex-Rollins College professor
named John Rice. The college
was a fleeting — though courageous — endeavor, ultimately
closing its doors in 1957, but
the ideas, art and thinkers who
came out of the college have
made impressions on our world
that we still feel today.
At first glance, everything
about the college sounds delicious, an idealistic and sophisticated form of student-directed learning at its finest: no
required courses, no standardized tests, no established curriculum. Students and teachers
conversed together like colleagues, cooked meals for one
another, ate together. Indeed,
rather than think of education
as something outside of a student’s regular life, Rice sought
to remove the distinction between the two. He believed
that learning and life are intertwined and essential to one another. Intellectual and manual
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labor should not be separated.
Good students are good thinkers, and good thinkers make for
compassionate and responsible
citizens of the world.
It wasn’t intentional, but
this semester I’m also taking
— in addition to Evans’ seminar — a mixed section class
that is focused around the 11th
annual Camden International
Film Festival (CIFF), which
takes place every fall right here
in Camden, Maine. One of the
class requirements is that we
attend the entire festival. By
the end of the semester, after
months of peer and professor
review, the goal is that everyone in the class will have
produced some form of documentary, in whatever media we
choose — film, music, poetry,
prose, photographs and art.
The festival occurred this
past weekend, from September
17-20. It was three and a half
days of watching and discussing documentaries. It was an
incredible experience, a complete immersion into an exciting behind-the-scenes world of
storytelling and art, talent and
culture.
We watched films in the
Camden Opera House, in the
Rockport Opera House, in
Rockland’s Strand Theater. The
crowd all weekend is eclectic; older gentlemen in collars

and cashmere, young indie 20
somethings, couples, artsy college students, scruffy college
students, one crying baby. I’m
a student at UMaine, adrift and
rejoicing in the middle of it all.
I’m grateful that my school offers access to such an amazing
and rich experience, one that
seems to me to indeed be redolent of something I could have
expected at BMC.
I don’t think that I can rightly
call my seminar class on BMC
or my class on CIFF examples
of progressive education. But I
do know that we are lucky here
in the UMaine community to
have access to such rewarding
and inspiring opportunities as
these two classes. I certainly
won’t ever forget some of the
facts that I’ve had to memorize over the years as a student:
multiplication tables, dates in
American history, the names
of British Romantic writers.
But I will also never forget the
goosebumps I got one night
last weekend when a crowd of
strangers rose to their feet in the
Camden Opera House on a hot
night in September in support
of a filmmaker and an artist
who had the courage to make a
very brave film.
Two days after the festival
and I am faced with the question of how I can take what I
learned and witnessed in Cam-

den and turn it into a story of
my own. Two days after the
festival and four weeks into my
BMC seminar, and one thing
that I am certain of is that every
student should experience this
type of learning at least once in
the course of his or her education. I think that getting out of
a classroom and experiencing
life — talking with strangers,
being curious, stepping outside
of our comfort zones — is immeasurably vital to the enrichment of our minds — whether
we are students of college or
students of life.

Election
from A6

didates, like Ben Carson
and Chris Christie, have
criticized every Democrat’s
plan that mentions “free
college.” Ben Carson has argued that nothing is actually
free; someone will be paying for it. He also feels that
the solution to the debt crisis
is quite simple. “For those
who are not needy, there is
an old-fashioned remedy
that is very effective called
work,” Carson said, in his
Op-Ed for “The Washington
Times. Chris Christie has
supported the current higher education system, saying
in his Iowa State University speech this June, “There
are always costs involved,
and if college graduates are
going to reap the greater
economic rewards and opportunities of earning a degree, then it seems fair for
them to support the cost of
the education they’re receiving. Earning a degree should
actually involve earning it.”
The debate on college
affordability between Democrats and Republicans
comes down to a stark difference in ideology. Do we
put more money into government programs to help

Freshman

from A6

Yes, living away from
home is a mark of responsibility and maturity. Or at
least it should be. But that
does not condemn those
unable to or those who do
not wish to live on campus
to be singled out or treated
differently by their peers.
The excuse, that ‘we didn’t
want you to make the long
drive’ does not solve anything. If anything, it makes
it
worse.
Assumption
seems to be the issue here.
Involvement in campus life
is still important to those
who do not live within Orono.
It is not just the university’s responsibility to in-

students afford college? Or
do we blame the government for profiting off college loans and reform the
colleges themselves? Both
sides give little hope to college students. Our options
are voting for Democratic
candidates whose helpful
plans are not likely to get
passed in a Republican controlled Congress, or vote
for Republican candidates
who don’t see college affordability as a top priority.
Something needs to be done.
Maybe it doesn’t need to be
as complicated as promising
ideals like free college for
all, but it can’t be as simple
as suggesting that college
students should work more.
Sorry, Ben Carson, but according to the US Census
Report, 71 percent of undergraduate college students
are working (at least 10-15
hours per week) while in
school.
We are told everyday that
college is the gateway into
adulthood and success, and
the pressure is absolutely
terrifying. This problem is
plaguing our generation and
candidates need to stop either pretending that this issue doesn’t exist, or coming
up with aimless ideas that
are unlikely to pass just to
receive our votes.
clude commuter students
in their activities, but also
each and every student.
The judgment that goes on
is not justifiable especially when we claim we are
a campus working towards
equality. A goal that is
shown each and every time
the university calls on its
students to support a cause
to better our campus. Living off-campus, especially
not in Orono, is not a sign
of immaturity, weakness or
financial strain. Instead it
is often due to responsibilities and issues one does not
even know about. Together, as a campus we need
to work together to ensure
that we can be a united
campus, no matter where
our students and faculty
call home.

Courtesy of Caitlyn Burman
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Diversions
Across
1. Remote location?
5. Road imperfection
9. Coach Lombardi
14. Popular author’s ID
15. ‘60s TV kid
16. French romance
17. Social misfit
18. Mannerly Emily
19. Enjoys an elegant
meal
20. Part one of an observation on levies
23. Sanction in a Trevanian thriller
24. Cartesian conclusion
25. Carnival city
28. D.D.E.’s command
29. Controversial blowups
33. Annie, to Warbucks
34. ‘’Love ___ you need’’
(Beatles lyric)
35. Couric of ‘’Today’’
36. Part two of the observation
40. Misrepresent

Crossword

41. Otherwise
42. Newsman Roger
43. Neared empty
45. A drinker may run one
48. It’s like ‘’-like’’
49. Creator of Jeffy, Dolly
and Barfy
50. Name on a famous
B-29
52. End of the observation
57. Jean de Brunhoff’s
beloved character
59. Fashion’s ___-Picone
60. Stick up at sea?
61. Friendly relations
62. Shah Pahlavi
63. Actress Sommer
64. Monopoly purchase
65. Three, somewhere in
the world
66. Ivan the Terrible, for
one
Down
1. South Carolina river

2. Adjective for a Billboard wonder
3. Antedate
4. Brooke’s ex
5. Conks on the head
6. Conversant with
7. Soy-based Japanese
soup
8. Basketball Hall of
Famer Bob
9. Bardot’s first husband
10. Poker declaration
11. Unwelcome
12. The line before yours,
e.g.
13. Elocution class no-nos
21. Pencil topper
22. Doesn’t lack
26. Bearded flower
27. Dedicated lines
30. La Brea gunk
31. Krueger’s street
32. Done in, as a dragon
33. Scottish engineer with
a unit named after him
34. Apple product

35. One who apprehends
36. Former French coins
37. It might die hard
38. Patriots’ org.
39. ‘’Another Green
World’’ composer
40. Year in Edward the
Elder’s reign
43. What an air ball
doesn’t touch
44. Trumpeter Herb
45. Comes to
46. It was purchased in
1867
47. WJM broadcaster Ted
49. Gem mineral
51. Shea player, for short
53. Renowned London
gallery
54. All through
55. Bring down the
house?
56. Anecdote collections
57. Scrooge-like comment
58. Latin lover’s declaration
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ADDICTIVE
BAKING
BARS
BITTERSWEET
BROWNIES
CAKES
CANDY
CHIPS
CHOCOLATIERS
COCOA
CONFECTIONERY
COOKIES
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CUPCAKE
DARK
DECADENT
DELICIOUS
DESSERT
DRINKS
FILLING
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FONDUE
FOOD
FUDGE
ICE CREAM
ICING
INGREDIENT
MILK
MOUSSE
PUDDING
SEMISWEET
SUGAR
SWISS
SYRUP
TREAT
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UNSWEETENED
WHITE
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Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Medium
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Stark differences from home
A Mainer Abroad
Stephen Roberts
Contributor
Doom and gloom are no
more in Ottawa. The leaves
started turning golden shades
of crimson this week, and
they’re clinging to the trees
for a few more weeks of
summer. The air has chilled,
and the people are showing
signs of an imminent winter: sweaters. Everyone, me
included, has settled into the
semester, and all of the angst
of the first three weeks of
class has disappeared. There
isn’t a line snaking from the
Carleton Bookstore all the
way out the door for a hundred yards. Instead there are
droves of people enjoying
the last bit of summer and
sunshine out by the Rideau
Canal.
The Rideau as it is called
in conversation is a lot like
the Stillwater River, except
there may be 500 students
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on its banks during the day. I
went there yesterday to relax
and skip rocks. I threw a flat
piece of slate with enough
force for 13 bounces. A couple of international students
walked up and asked me to
teach them. Geese flew overhead in V-formations southward in flocks of 20. Folks
are warming up; I suspect it’s
because they have interpersonal connections going into
winter. Students are finding
the rhythm of a short autumn,
and fewer people are walking
above ground to class.
Carleton has about two
miles of underground tunnels
that connect every building
on campus. In the winter,
students do not walk outside.
They take these subterranean
concrete passages. Most of
the walls in the tunnels have
murals for different student
groups, but many advocate
pride for this campus. Tunnels like these are extremely

common throughout Canada,
and many university campuses have them. I’ve been told
by many of my peers that
they don’t own winter jackets. That seems crazy having
grown up in Maine.
After I left Maine I found
myself among an entirely
different caste of academia.
I met the Carleton University
president and the provost this
past weekend at a Fulbright
Scholars gala at the Canadian
Museum of Nature in Ottawa
I was invited to attend because of my fellowship. Carleton has invested thousands
of dollars into Fulbright
Canada. I found myself for
the first time in a room filled
with scholars and power brokers.
TD Bank had one of their
vice-presidents there to cut a
check for 750,000 Canadian
dollars ($562,000). Whitegloved servers carried silver
platters of carrot-sized jum-

bo shrimp and lobster rolls.
There were three violinists
and a cellist playing Vivaldi.
The American ambassador to
Canada, Bruce Heyman, gave
a speech where he spoke in
great detail of the importance
of cultural exchange through
educational exchange.
The dinner tables all had
floral arrangements of white
roses and baby’s breath that
were so large it was impossible to see people sitting
on the other side. The wine
flowed, which was strange
because back in Maine it’s
against university policy.
Here, it is the policy. More
people stood up and gave
speeches, and they talked about the importance of
United States and Canadian
integration. When I first got
here, it was hard not to see
all the differences. Now that
I’ve been here a month, the
differences have begun to
disappear.

SPA

from A1
host for the event while
also serving as the managing producer. Cates has
hosted the SPA fundraiser
since its first production in
January 2014.
“This production is
always a blast, but this
year’s program promises to
raise the bar even higher,”
Cates said. “The highlight
for me is the fact that my
dear friend Grace Livingston-Kramer will be joining me as co-host. Grace is
no stranger to this production. She has been a regular soloist and a very active
member of our steering
committee, so hosting the
show alongside her is really a treat.”
A large amount of the
proceeds of the fundraiser
goes toward outreach programs and initiatives of the
School of Performing Arts,
which work to put university students into public
school classrooms.
“Music programs across
America are facing constant budget woes,” Cates

said. “The fact that we can
provide students with firsthand exposure to the arts is
a very worthy cause.”
Katie Lees, a fourthyear psychology student,
performed in the fundraiser
concert last year and will
be auditioning again this
year.
“It was the first time
I had performed a solo
backed by full orchestra
and jazz band,” Lees said.
“Regardless of whether I
make it into the show or
not, this year’s fundraiser
will be a fantastic show.
The music selections and
guest artist are something
you can’t get anywhere else
at UMaine. I highly encourage anyone to attend.”
Auditions will be held
Oct. 6 in Room 341 in the
Class of 1944 Hall. For auditions, students are asked
to prepare one Broadway-style selection such as
the songs from the concert
program. A sign-up sheet
for auditions is located outside of SPA’s main office
in room 208. For more information or sheet music,
students can contact Ben
McNaboe on FirstClass.

New Writing Series kicks off at IMRC
Josh Fabel
Contributor
The New Writing Series
hosted its first reading for
this semester on Sept. 24.
The English department
booked two guest writers,
Stacy Szymaszek and Magdalena Zurawski, for the
first reading. The readers
read to a group of almost
50 students and faculty
members that filled the Allen and Sally Fernald APPE
Space in Stewart Commons.
Szymasek and Zurawski
read their work for about 20

Multicultural
from A1

SHAC. He is also president
of Asian Student Association.
“I think it is important to
have a strong diversity on
campus, because everyone
has different backgrounds
and cultures. People with
different backgrounds and
perspectives look at things
differently,” Chen said.
Additionally, Fatimah
Conteh just joined SHAC
this year, and serves as the
secretary. She is also secretary of the African Student
Association. A second-year
microbiology student from
Bangor, Conteh said that
her family is originally
from The Gambia.

minutes each. Szymasek,
whose reading was her first
on campus, read pieces that
were more of a prose style,
while Zurawski, who was
reading on campus for the
second time, read pieces
that were short and more
poetic.
Both writers said college students were, “their
preferred audience.” They
both said that they read often in front of college students.
English faculty member, Steve Evans, who is
one of the coordinators of
the New Writing Series,

talked about the growth of
the series since it began in
1999 and what it has come
to now.
“Myself, Ben Friedlander, Carla Billitteri, and Jennifer Moxley all got hired
in 1999, and one thing we
wanted to bring to campus,
as new people on campus,
was a lively literary scene
and we wanted Orono to
stay up to date in terms of
what was going on in contemporary writing. So we
just got busy,” Evans said.
The New Writing Series
has brought writers like
Rae Armantrout, who actu-

ally read at the university
before she was recognized
and won many awards for
her poetry.
“We really try to get
writers a little ahead of
the curve, rather than once
they hit a certain level that
becomes very expensive to
bring to campus and they
also become more perfunctory of what they do. We
like to get them when they
are working hard,” Evans
said.
Evans also discussed
the importance of the series’ strong focus on bringing new writers to campus.

“We call it The New
Writing Series because we
are interested in hearing
new work, and that could
be by somebody who has
just written one book,
somebody who hasn’t even
gotten a book yet, all the
way up to somebody that
has new work but from a
long career,” Evans said.
The New Writing Series
always has a Q&A session
following the readings.
“There’s an opportunity
in real time to kind of talk
with the person about what
you’ve just heard. Not all
series do that, and it’s partly

“The reason why I
joined AFSA, was because
as I was starting my freshman year, I wanted to meet
people who had similar experiences, food, music, language, and values to that of
mine,” Conteh said.
However, Conteh emphasizes that students from
all backgrounds can join
any of the heritage groups
on campus.
“I hope that through the
social and SHAC that students will see that there’s a
lot of diversity on campus,
learn more about what the
Student Heritage Alliance
Council is, and become
more involved in SHAC
clubs, because anyone can
join,” Conteh said.
Melanie Sklare, a thirdyear nutrition student from

Chicago, is president of
Hillel. Sklare agreed with
Chen in the importance of
heritage groups on campus.
“[Heritage groups help]
you identify with your
background and educates
the rest of the community,
especially in a state that is
mostly white,” Sklare said.
“I hope that they see
that there are other organizations out there and that
if it is something they are
interested in joining, that
there is more to the world
than just America,” Sklare
said.
Charlotte Roe is a
co-founder of the American Indian Student Organization (AISO) and is the
president. Roe is a fourthyear journalism student
from Bellport, N.Y. This is

her third year managing the
group.
“When founding AISO,
I wanted to create a space
that the indigenous people
of UMaine and even surrounding areas to get to
know each other, talk about
indigenous current events
and cultural issues, and to
just have fun and enjoy being native,” Roe said.
In the past, the group
has given presentations on
campus about native heritage. Last year, they celebrated Native American
Heritage Month (which
is November), and hosted
movie nights. This November, they hope to host a
Native American Ted Talk
Conference, and also plan
to host movie nights and a
potluck dinner.

“Having heritage and
multicultural groups on
campus allow for an educational environment that
welcomes and enjoys the
same values that many
grew up with or simply
want to learn more about,”
Roe said.
Students are encouraged
to join any of the multicultural groups if they are
interested. SHAC is also
searching for two more
executive members: a treasurer and a public relations
officer.
“I just really want people to be more aware that
SHAC is a resource for
them and that it is easy to
get involved,” Bailey said.
“It is a good way to put
their input or voice on any
issues they are having.”

Building sustainable
fisheries in Maine
Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
This past Monday, Sept.
21, Heather Leslie, the newly
elected director of the University of Maine’s Darling
Marine Center, spoke about
sustainable marine fisheries at
The Senator George J. Mitchell Center for Sustainability
Solutions’ seminar series.
Her topic covered her research on Baja, Calif., where
she worked with fisheries and
sustainability management,
and she discussed what she
had learned there and what she
could bring to use in the state
of Maine.
“I think one of the important things that Heather Leslie
emphasized on Monday was
understanding
something
like a marine fishery as more
than just the fish and the water and the ecosystem,” Bridie

McGreavy, assistant professor
of environmental communication in the department of
Communication and Journalism, said. “It’s more about the
interactions between humans
and the environment and how
human perspectives and decision making affects natural
resources.”
The seminar went on for
over an hour with a question
and comment session before
it concluded. During this time,
different ideas and perspectives of what should be the
first move for Maine were
shared.
“I think there is certainly
an increasing sense of urgency because there are some really troubling trends relating
to climate change and reaching the limits of some of the
resources and trends in the
ocean systems that are used,”
McGreavy said. “It’s import-

ant to think about the system
and not live above our means
because the consequences of
the planets are coming home.”
Many different people attended this seminar in particular to hear what Leslie had
to say about her trip to Baja,
Calif.
“I took a lot of encouragement in my own academic
interests. This aligns really
heavily with what I have been
studying and hoping to study
at UMaine,” Kimberly Ovitz,
a first-year master’s student of
marine policy, said.
This isn’t the last of The
Mitchell Center Seminar Series. A talk is held each Monday from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in
The Mitchell Center for Sustainability Solutions in Norman Smith Hall. The next
seminar will take place Monday, Sept. 28 and will discuss
invasive forest insects.

to make sure there’s kind of
an educational component
to it,” Evans said. “But it’s
also sometimes the things
people say after the reading
that are the most memorable things about the event.
These are people whose
whole life is writing, and
that shows when they talk.”
Evans encourages students to give The New
Writing Series a try. Some
of the other readers that
will be part of the series this
semester include Lee Ann
Roripaugh, Sarah Gerard,
Andrew Ervin and Azareen
Van Der Vliet Oloomi.

Chappelle
from A1

Fans have been without
Chappelle’s comedy for 10
years after he turned down
$50 million for another season of his television show
and disappeared from the
spotlight.
“It was good to see
him again doing his thing,”
Lance Blackstone, a fan
from Bangor, said. “I
thought the whole thing was
great.”
Rawlings ended the
show fittingly during the
final standing ovation, with
one of the most famous
quotes from “Chappelle’s
Show.”
“I’m rich, b****!”
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Students celebrate MidAutumn Festival

Students gain
experience with
mock trials
Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor

Students celebrate the Mid-Autumn Moon Festival in the Memorial Union, Friday, Sept. 25. 2015.

Jocelyn Nerney
Contributor
On Sunday, Sept. 27,
people in the U.S., Canada and Central and South
America had the chance to
witness a rare total lunar
eclipse of a full moon at its
closest proximity to Earth,
causing the moon to fall in
the shadow of Earth.
One of the most important festivals in China, the
Chinese Mid-Autumn festival is a holiday worshiping the moon as a symbol
of rejuvenation, and this
year it happened to land
on the night of the socalled Supermoon. Ethnic
Chinese and Vietnamese
people celebrate this holiday by gathering together
with their families, eating round pastries called
Mooncake, and lighting
colorful lanterns, according to Travel China Guide.
“It is like Chinese

Thanksgiving to us,” Ella
Wu, finance and administration coordinator for
the Office of International
Programs (OIP), said.
Wu moved to the U.S.
from China in 2007 when
she was 14, later graduating from the University of
Maine in 2014. At UMaine, Wu was the president
of the Asian Student Association and a treasurer for
the International Student
Association (ISA).
“When I was a student here, a lot of people
thought I was an international student even though
I am a U.S. Citizen,” Wu
said. “I love the environment in OIP. Working with
the international students
reminds me back of the
day when I was a student,
so this office will always
be a special place for me.”
In mainland China,
Chinese New Year lasts
for 23 days, which means

people have plenty of time
to visit their relatives from
all over the country. However, for the Mid-Autumn
Festival, major countries
that celebrate the festival
— China, Vietnam and
Taiwan — have only one
day off, which is why this
holiday is usually spent
within the immediate family.
One of the traditions
on this night is to go out
on family moon-watching
outings, which Wu remembers clearly.
“The festival is one of
the few times when I could
connect with nature,” Wu
said. “Because China is
so busy and polluted, the
only place where you can
see the stars and the moon
clearly are the hills and
mountains.”
On Friday, the ISA hosted a Mid-Autumn themed
Coffee Hour at the Union.
It was fourth-year student

Josh Quinit, Staff

Roy Lai’s first time coming to a Coffee Hour.
“I am glad I came today.
It is really amazing to see
so many people from all
over the world celebrate
my holiday with me,” Lai,
an international student
from Taiwan, said.
Similarly to Wu, Lai
also shared his family tradition of gathering together and lighting lanterns.
“We actually send our
lanterns away to the river
as a symbol of purity, rejuvenation and reunion,”
Lai said.
Although the themed
coffee hour brought joy to
many, the long distances
from home on this major
holiday was quite sentimental for some students.
“Whenever the festival
comes, you start to miss
your family even more,”
Wu said. “It is definitely one of the most heartwarming holidays to me.”

Alternative Breaks
gears up for new
applicants
Taryn Lane
Contributor
Each year, Alternative
Breaks (AB) sends students on domestic service
trips, and those students
perform all kinds of service. From rebuilding
houses, to working with
animals or ill children and
everything in between.
With around 100 students
involved during the majority of the academic year,
AB is one of the largest
student-led organizations
on this campus.
And their numbers are
about to grow.
Alternative breaks is
looking to add about 60
or 70 new members over
the next few weeks, and
those students come from
a variety of service backgrounds.
“We don’t really care if
people have done volunteering work before, just
as long as they are amped
about doing it now,” Morgan Kinney, a graduate
assistant working with AB
and who has been on five
different service trips,
said.
With the application
deadline looming, Kinney
expects an influx of applications at the last minute.
“We’ve changed [the
process] a lot in the past
couple of years,” Kinney
said. “Because we were

doing first-come, firstserve, which is when
everybody would line
up outside the door at 7
a.m. — more like at midnight the night before and
sleep in the union — and
it was really preventing
first-years from applying,
because the younger students didn’t really know.”
Now, AB has an online
application, and they score
their applications with an
effort-based rubric.
Missy Thompson, a
fourth-year and co-coordinator of Alternative
Breaks this year, is one of
three who score the applications. Her favorite thing
about the application is
the focus on the mission
of the trip.
“[On the application]
we have a vague description of what the trips are,
so it’s like ‘working with
children in a hospital,’…
that way they are ranking it based off of the issue, not the destination,”
Thompson said. “We really try to focus on the social issue.”
Some of the places that
AB has sent its members
in the past include the
Carolina Tiger Rescue to
work with tigers and other
large cats, the Grand Canyon for trail maintenance,
and Florida to do beach
cleanups, among many
others.

Kayley Johnson joined
AB last year, where she
worked with children with
special medical needs at
a daycare in Philadelphia
called Frankie’s World.
“I’m
most
excited
about working with different social group,” Johnson
said. “I’m excited to work
with people that may or
may not have gone on a
trip already, so this might
be their first experience,
and I’m excited to give
them that experience that
I had.”
Each service trip is a
well-rounded experience,
according to Thompson.
“You get connections
with people in different
organizations that you
might find yourself wanting to be involved in, or
you might find a job that
you wanna [sic] go back
to once you graduate,”
Thompson said.
Thompson hopes to go
back to work for the site
of her second service trip,
the Denver Children’s
Hospital, after graduation.
“It’s a personal experience, too. You find out
a lot about yourself that
you didn’t know prior to
going on your trip,” she
said. “It’s really cool and
eye-opening to see something that you might not
have any connection to
that now you find yourself
very passionate about.”

Students at the University of Maine are combining acting, arguing and law
practice all in one place and
they have been doing so for
10 years.
Although the UMaine
Mock Trial team is a relatively small group on campus, it tackles no small task.
The team acts out complex legal cases at two or
three tournaments throughout the year. At each tournament, the team must participate in four rounds, during
which two rounds are spent
as as the plaintiff and two
rounds as the defendant.
“You have to know the
case inside and out because
you have to go on both sides
and you do have to memorize a lot of facts. It is a lot
of work,” Daniel Norwood,
a fifth-year political science
student and first-year graduate student in women’s, gender and sexuality studies,
said. “A lot of colleges have
it as a class. A lot of other
schools use professors and
sometimes even have lawyers to run the classes, too.”
In a mock trial, a team of
at least six people is given a
case, which is switched back
every year from a criminal
case to a civil case. Normally, the case is between 200
and 300 pages long, depending on its complexity. Within these pages are witness
accounts and evidence, and
the team has to get together and use what is given to
come up with a defense. The
Mock Trial team has to take
roles as lawyers and witnesses for the case.
Invitational trials are
held at universities nationwide. Students who wish to

host an invitational at their
institution have to apply to
the American Mock Trial
Association (AMTA) a year
in advance, and they must
be sure the area surrounding
the institution can accommodate traveling trial participants.
Each year, the AMTA
gives mock trial teams the
materials necessary for their
trials. Each college is given
the same trial for the year.
At UMaine, it started as
a student-led group, which
continues to this day. Members analyze the arguments,
go through and pick which
members are going to play
what role and then pick what
side of the particular case is
stronger.
Winning is simple, or so
it seems.
To win, one must stay in
character and keep composure during the trial when
being cross-examined and
also be able to prove why
the case is stable.
“It’s just a lot of fun.
We get to use a lot of legal
jargon, gives us a good understanding of the law and it
increases your knowledge,”
Norwood said.
The number of group
members varies from year to
year, but anyone can join.
“Obviously it is a great
resume booster, great networking opportunity because you meet lawyers
and state representatives
and judges,” Norwood said.
“Whether you like acting or
law or just want to try something new it is really easy to
get into if you are willing to
put the work in.”
The UMaine Mock Trial
team meets every Thursday
at 7 p.m. in the Wade Center on the first floor of the
Union.

Journalist shares
international
perspective with
students
Echo Turner
Contributor
University of Maine alumnus David Lamb visited campus
last Monday, Sept. 21 to hold a
lecture for students and faculty
about his experiences as an international correspondent.
In his lecture, “The State of
the World: A Personal Perspective,” Lamb spoke to a crowd
of around 90 about life during
wartime and the conditions that
provoke it, Islam and terrorism.
Lamb graduated from
UMaine in 1962 and since then
has worked on all seven continents, covered numerous wars
— starting with the Vietnam
War — and has been nominated for the Pulitzer Prize eight
times.
“I loved to stick my nose
in other people’s business and
I loved to write. Together they
make journalism,” Lamb said.
“For someone that wanted to be
a journalist, I’d say start learning now about the world around
you … Start reading newspapers and finding out what the
world is about.”
After covering the Vietnam
War, which he and many others
considered to be the big story
of the time, Lamb gained a reputation for never turning down
an assignment. As a result, he
was continually assigned to
cover war. One journalist he
admires is World War II corre-

spondent Ernie Pyle, who was
known for writing columns
about troops and their day-today lives.
“I hated being scared and
I hated war and the sadness it
caused, but as a journalist the
thrill is great,” Lamb said.
He covered the Iranian Revolution, the African famine, the
Persian Gulf War, the War on
Terror in Afghanistan and Iraq
and the Rwanda massacres.
Lamb also spent several years
in Cairo, writing for the Los Angeles Times. He wrote about the
state of the city, its government
and the religion of Islam.
The outrage that came from
citizens after the arrest of a
14-year-old boy from Texas,
Ahmed Mohamed, for bringing a homemade alarm clock
to school — which was mistaken for a bomb by the boy’s
teachers — shows that perhaps
we’re starting to look at Islam
in a new light.
“I’m not about to start bashing Islam or the Arabs,” Lamb
said. “Islam is closer to Christianity than many other religions.”
Lamb covers the topic of
Islam and the phobia that surrounds it in his book, “The
Arabs: Journeys Beyond the
Mirage.”
In his lecture, Lamb mentioned several of the points
made in his writings about
Islam, with statements refer-

encing war directly. Among
those statements is that most
of the jihadis who join terrorist
groups do so because they are
easily targeted by those groups
— jobless, uneducated, young
Muslims with no skills who
grew up in strict households.
Lamb also talked about living in Egypt.
Lost and confused, a cab
driver paid for Lamb’s ride and
took Lamb in to live with him.
The driver helped Lamb in any
ways he could by providing
food and other necessities.
He also said that there are
no frontlines in the Middle
East; friend and foe are not
always discernable. For this
reason, Lamb finds journalism
these days to be dangerous, and
often speaks to young journalists about his work.
“I talked to two classes…
I found them really alert and
inquizitive, and engaged, asking questions. They asked darn
good questions… I found them
very impressive,” Lamb.
After Vietnam, Lamb felt
that Americans generally agreed
on the same things: It’s a bad
idea to go to war if you don’t
have an exit strategy, especially
if the war isn’t supported back
home.
“By 2003, we had forgotten
what we learned,” Lamb said.
“Don’t judge everyone by the
standards of America. We don’t
get everything right.”
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Reviews
“GO:OD AM”
Mac Miller

After flying under
the radar for a while,
Mac Miller has finally released a brand new
album this past week,
titled “GO:OD AM.”
Miller’s third studio album shows a different
side of the young rapper, with maturity and
development in this new
album both lyrically and
in sound. Original fans
may be shocked at the
change that has taken
place since Miller’s last
album, but will still enjoy what “GO:OD AM”
has to offer.
Miller demonstrates
growth and maturity with
the songs on his new record. His early mixtapes,
such as “Best Day Ever,”
were known to be party anthems filled with
upbeat sounds. Miller
continually flaunted his
large amounts of money
and scoring with women
in songs such as “Donald
Trump.” During this era,
Miller was still growing
up and was still in the
later years of his adolescence. It’s easy to see
that this early work was
made up of songs that
came across as childish
and appealing to high
school students.
Now 23 years old,
Miller shows a more
adult version of himself.
The sound of the album
is something you would
big-time expect rappers
such as Drake and J. Cole
to release. The record
features songs that have
slower
instrumentals
and beats that give off a
mellow vibe. The record
could even come across
as jazzy and unique to
some by the heavy use
of trumpets and piano
— demonstrating that
Miller has come a long

“Maze Runner: The Scorch
Trials”

RATING

Away from the heavy use
of synthesizers and electronic sounds in “Blue
Slide Park.”
Instead of constantly rapping about money,
drinking and girls — as
seen in earlier albums —
“GO:OD AM” instead
reflects back on Miller’s
long history of substance
abuse. Lyrics show honesty through confessions
of bad decisions and constantly being under the
influence. Some fans may
say that Miller chose to
talk about his drug habits
in this album because of
his recent decision to be
partially sober.
The only downfall
of “GO:OD AM” is its
length. The album features 17 new tracks. This
is a lot for one album
and some songs, such
as “Perfect Circle/God
Speed” and “ROS,” last
for five to seven minutes.
Although the songs are
good and show a lot of
meaning, some fans may
not like sitting through
an album that lasts more
than an hour.
Overall, “GO:OD
AM” shows improvement, both in Miller’s
rapping
ability
and
sound. The new record
shows a lot of growth in
Miller’s life as well. The
transition from his early
work to now shows that
he has grown up along
with his fans. His early
high school-aged fans
have now grown up and
are in college.

swaimmusic.com

Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
The second film adaptation of James Dashner’s
young adult fiction trilogy
“The Maze Runner” brings
to light the continuing
struggle of the “Gladers”
and their effort to bring
down the infamous World
in Catastrophe: Killzone
Experiment
Department
(WCKD). Chock-full of
action and rage, makers of
“Maze Runner: The Scorch
Trials” seriously step up
their game for this hotly anticipated feature.
Returning to his role as
Thomas and leading the
cause against WCKD is
actor Dylan O’Brien, who
provides his character with
the utmost degree of vexation and brilliance. Although not assigned to be
just like the former Thomas of “The Maze Runner,”
O’Brien’s reinvented presentation of the character
completely separates himself from his lack of success
in the first film. The regular
“Glader” actors return to
give notable accompanying
performances in their roles,
including Thomas Brodie-Sangster as the astute
Newt and Kaya Scodelario
as the shady but captivating
Theresa.
Where the casting director greatly succeeds is with
the selection of veteran
actors Giancarlo Esposito
and Barry Pepper. Esposito, famous for his critically-acclaimed role as notorious
methamphetamine
distributor Gus Fring in the
hit AMC television series,
“Breaking Bad,” takes up
the role of Jorge and leads
all others in character development, an essential
element that this movie
severely lacks overall. Pepper is popular for starring
in the epic wartime drama
“Saving Private Ryan” and
in the film adaptation of famous University of Maine
alumnus Stephen King’s
novel, “The Green Mile.”
Although his character,
Vince, has a short amount
of screen time, he dumps
loads of color into his onscreen personality and estranged nature.
“Maze Runner: The
Scorch Trials” embraces
the essence of a middle
movie in a feature trilogy
by taking the first installment and tying it into the
finale, but fails to separate
itself as an integral part of

Pompeii Pizza Food Truck
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Gotham Group

Warner Bros. Records
Josh Fabel
Contributor
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B+
the series. There is hardly
any identifiable beginning
to the story and the ending
is foreseeable.
Even movies that are
classified as “action,”
“thriller” or “adventure”
must have a balance between active scenes and
dramatic ones that provide
clarity or background to
specific characters or the
general story. Director Wes
Ball gets caught up in dragging along periods of violence and then diving into
another conflict, whether it
be with nemesis WCKD or
with the infected humans
known as “Cranks.” Potential viewers should consider
bringing a flashlight to the
cinema since many of the
scenes take place in dark,
perilous locations.
Contrary to the lack of
storyline and development,
the film does flourish when
it comes to its heart-racing
intensity. Its young cast,
stunt coordination and direction fully embrace the
determination to save the
human race and put an end
to WCKD’s operations.
Equally, the enemy is as
bad as can be and obviously
slips-up when it tries to be
cocky. A more notable villainous actor would have
been more appropriate;
Aidan Gillen, as WCKD’s
figurehead Janson, does not
grant his character enough
wickedness.
Sifting out the violence
and narrow escapes, the
film is left with a trivial storyline and next-to-no development of new or current
characters. Inevitably, the
lack of these elements is
covered up by the rush of
adrenaline, and that is why
“Maze Runner: The Scorch
Trials” is not a smash hit.
If the trend continues,
the third and final installment, titled “Maze Runner:
The Death Cure,” should
leave a lasting legacy for
this dystopian motion picture adaptation. For now,
viewers can marvel at the
performance of this lively
young cast as they conquer
the sands and heat of a ruined Earth.

Jocelyn Nerney
Contributor
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This Friday was one of
those days where it seemed
like nothing could go right.
My Luck finally turned
around thanks to a stop by the
Bangor waterfront and some
slices of a cheese pizza from
Pompeii Pizza food truck.
The food truck opened in
April 2013 and ever since then
has been at the Bangor waterfront next to Darling’s Waterfront Pavilion.
Dawn Carey, one of the
owners of Pompeii Pizza, said
at first Bangor was not completely sure about food trucks,
but the city is now thrilled.
“People have been so gracious it’s amazing. We never
knew we’d get the response
we have, even from the city,”
Dawn Carey said.
Travis Carey, the son of
owners Dawn and Stephen
Carey, said one of his favorite
parts of working at his parent’s joint is meeting people
from all over. He also enjoys
listening to the concerts next
door.
“It’s a big pro working
here ‘cause we don’t have to
pay to hear the concerts, but
you still hear it,” Travis Carey
said. The concerts have given
Pompeii’s business a boost.
The food truck has been
getting involved with the local community. In mid-August Pompeii Pizza worked
at the EMMC Champion for
the Cure event. Last weekend
they participated in Holden’s
Fall Frolic. At the end of October, they will be back in Holden for a town Halloween party.
Upon first bite of their
cheese pizza, there was a burst
of flavor from their red sauce.
It was not an overwhelming
amount that made the rest the
dough or cheese soggy. The
sauce was balanced and just
the right amount to bind the
other ingredients together.
A pizza is nothing without
a solid base of crust. Pompeii’s pizza met this challenge

A
with ease.
The dough was thin with
an artistic amount of char
to give it crunch and flavor
without burning it too much.
There was substance to the
dough that made it strong
enough to compete with the
cheese, spices and sauce.
This wasn’t just a Ragu
sauce or Kraft cheese. The
fresh ingredients made me
smile with glee. The spices on
top gave the pizza the perfect
finishing touch, unifying all
the ingredients.
A slice of pepperoni pizza received equal praise. The
pepperoni gave the pizza an
extra “wow” factor with added crunch and spice.
If pepperoni and cheese
pizza are too boring for your
taste, Pompeii Pizza always
has weekly specials like Buffalo chicken pizza and burger
bacon pizza.
Travis Carey said his favorite pizza is the Pompeii
pizza with chicken. This pizza has a white sauce with olive oil and sea salt, tomatoes,
sweet bell peppers, caramelized onions, arugula, asiago
cheese and a balsamic glaze.
Pompeii Pizza is planning
to stay open until the middle
to end of October at the latest,
Travis Carey said. The food
truck is open Wednesday
through Saturday from 11
a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Their truck is easy to miss,
with its black background and
unassuming location. Students should not miss an opportunity to try their flavors.
This joint is worth a double
take with its reasonable prices, fresh ingredients and staff
willing to help with whatever
pizza you desire.

Jocelyn Nerney, Contributor
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Avicii, Stories
Black Breath, Slaves Beyond Death
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The Intern (in theaters)
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Multicultural groups come together on
campus via Student Heritage Alliance
SHAC hosts first-ever Student Social

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Monday, Sept. 28
Commuter Week (Sept.
28 to Oct. 3)
Free food, movies,
prizes and events
Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union
Tuesday, Sept. 29
Tuesdays at the IMRC:
The Royal Osiris
Karaoke Ensemble
performs at UMaine
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
IMRC, Stewart
Commons
Free
Wednesday, Sept. 30

The Student Heritage Alliance Council (SHAC) held its first Student Social, Friday, Sept. 25, 2015.

Chloe Dyer
Staff Writer
Friday, Sept. 25 saw the
first-ever Student Heritage
Alliance Council (SHAC)
student social. Seven multicultural groups under SHAC
all came together at the student social, which was open
to the whole UMaine community.
With a plethora of different multicultural foods and
tables set up for the different
heritage groups, the social
gave students a chance to
learn about different cul-

tures. Groups included the
Asian Student Association,
African Student Association,
Black Student Union, Hillel,
American Indian Student Organization, Caribbean Club
and Muslim Student Association.
Jennifer Bailey, SHAC
president and also a member
of African Student Association, Black Student Union
and secretary of Caribbean
Club, is passionate about
the representation of diverse
cultures and heritages on
campus. A political science
and pre-law student, Bailey

joined SHAC last year as a
representative for African
Student Association, and
quickly worked her way up
to president.
It was Bailey’s idea to
host the SHAC student social.
“To my knowledge at
least, there has never been an
event where all of the groups
have come together to socialize and see who else is a
constituent of SHAC,” Bailey said.
SHAC’s motto is, “While
we may come from different
roots we all make up one

tree.”
Bailey explained that
while the presidents of each
organization know each other, the members have never
met one another. Presidents
from each group must attend
weekly SHAC meetings to
report on their groups and
tell each other about their
upcoming events.
Bailey also added that
without SHAC, the individual student groups would not
have a voice. Bailey attends
weekly senate and cabinet
meetings to represent all the
groups.

President’s 150th
Anniversary Fall
Welcome
7:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.;
9:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Maggie Gautrau, Contributor Wells Conference
Center
SHAC is an open forum, Free (buffet breakfast
and anything brought up in
provided in the
the meetings Bailey can be
brought up to Student Gov- morning; buffet also
provided at night)
ernment.
The social event included music, food, a raffle with
multiple gift cards, dancing
and a display table for each
of the groups.
In addition to Bailey,
SHAC has seen a fresh new
executive board this year.
Fufei Chen, a third-year biochemistry student from China, is the vice president of

Thursday, Oct. 1
The New Writing
Series: Lee Ann Roripaugh
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
IMRC, Stewart
Commons
Free

See Multicultural on A9

Give my regards to Broadway
School of Performing Arts fundraiser to highlight Broadway hits
Kate Berry
Staff Writer
Auditions for the School
of Performing Arts’ (SPA)
fundraiser concert start
on Oct. 6. This will be the
school’s third annual fundraiser concert and will be
held in January 2016.
“Astonishing: The Songs
and Stories of Broadway’s

Best” will feature popular
Broadway tunes such as “Not
for the Life of Me,” “Corner
of the Sky,” “Mister Snow,”
“Impossible” and more.
The fundraiser will feature Stephanie Burkett Gerson, a special guest artist
from New York. Originally
from Southern California,
Gerson now lives in New
York City and has starred in

national tours, Christmas and
Broadway style reviews and
cabarets, according to her
website.
The first fundraiser concert was held in Hauck Auditorium in 2014 and it was
completely sold out, so it
was necessary to relocate to
a larger venue. This year will
be the second year that the
event is held in the Collins

Center for the Arts.
Music director and conductor Ben McNaboe expects this year’s concert to
be even more successful than
in previous years.
“Last year, we chose to do
big band music,” McNaboe
said. “This year we decided
on Broadway showtunes.
Grace Cramer stepped into
an artist-producer role and

we worked a lot on what direction we wanted to go this
year. While at Maine State
Music Theatre in Brunswick
over the summer, we picked
the theme. A story goes with
each song we picked.”
Not only is the theme appealing to a larger audience
at the university, but a big
part of drawing students in is
the guest performer.

“Bringing in the special
guest artist really helps,” McNaboe said. “We were seeing
people at the fundraiser who
weren’t just music majors.
I’m so happy to see non-music majors audition, as well.
They are just as likely to get
cast as music majors.”
Morgan Cates will be the
See SPA on A9

Dave Chappelle brings laughs, social
commentary to Collins Center
Anthony Panciocco
Editor in Chief
Comedian Dave Chappelle brought his raucous
style of comedy to the Collins Center for the Arts
Wednesday night, Sept. 23.
After back-to-back shows
in Portland Tuesday night,
Chappelle made it up to Orono with his opening act, fellow “Chappelle Show” actor

Donnell Rawlings.
With a cigarette in hand
for nearly the entire night,
Chappelle took on the
high-profile social issues of
the last year, targeting everyone from Caitlyn Jenner and
transsexuals to race relations
in the United States.
Rawlings’ opening set
covered a wide range of topics, including his family and
his time in the Air Force. A

new father, Rawlings chronicled his struggle with being
in the delivery room and the
trials and tribulations that
come with being a dad.
Chappelle came out after
Rawlings’ 30-minute routine
to a standing ovation that
carried on to the point that
Chappelle had to ask everyone to be seated. He started
off by roasting Orono, admitting that he had “never heard

of it before” and shaking his
head at the fact that he hadn’t
seen another African-American since arriving in town.
He bounced back and
forth between serious social commentary and jokes,
supporting the LGBT community but asking, “to what
extend do I have to participate in your self-image?” He
comes across as an everyday
man, more amused with the

changing the world around
him than a cynic.
“I’d watched him before
and I think he’s well-informed in his jokes,” David
Guerra, a student at the University of Southern Maine,
said. “They’re not just blank,
out-of-the blue jokes.”
Chappelle went back-andforth with audience members
sporadically, responding to
fans who yelled quotes from

“Chappelle’s Show” at him.
He took aim at comedy duo
Key and Peele, responding
to audience members’ shouts
by saying, “We’re not doing
that tonight. If you want to
see that you can watch Key
and Peele.” He went on to
call their Comedy Central
program “Chappelle Show
Lite.”
See Chappelle on A9

Sports
Cross Country
Maine competes in Boston
Men and women’s
runners compete with
over 20 teams
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9/20 Field Hockey vs. Cornell
9/26 Football vs. Rhode Island
Field Hockey at Bryant
9/27 Women’s soccer at Hartford
Field Hockey vs. Northeastern
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Loss
Win
Win
Tie
Win

2-0
27-17
8-0
1-1
2-1

Field Hockey
Maine dominates Bryant
Black Bears tally 8
unanswered goals

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4
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Black Bears take conference opener 27-17
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
Black Bears won their
first game of the season at
home versus the University
of Rhode Island Rams by
a score of 27-17. The win
was also Maine’s first in
conference play.
Maine’s offense came
to life in the first quarter,
scoring two touchdowns
after scoring just 10 points
in their first two games.
Third-year quarterback Dan
Collins got the start for the
Black Bears, going 14-25
for 211 yards.
Second-year quarterback
Drew Belcher also saw action
after a solid performance in
the fourth quarter last game
versus Tulane, and was
responsible for the game’s
opening touchdown; a 51yard pass to second-year
wide receiver Micah Wright.
Wright had a career night
once again, making seven
catches for 139 yards and a
touchdown. Belcher went on
to rush for 33 yards as well.
Maine’s rushing attack
was also consistent, with
second-year running back
Nigel Beckford leading all
rushers with 91 yards on 17
carries and two touchdowns.
Redshirt first-year running
back Darian Davis-Ray also
contributed to the running

game, rushing for 74 yards.
The Rams only mustered
232 total yards compared to
the Black Bears’ 472. Rhode
Island was led by third-year
quarterback Paul Mroz, who
went 17-39 through the air
with two interceptions.
Mroz’s favorite target,
redshirt first-year Marven
Beauvais, led the Ram’s
in receptions with five for
93 yards. The Rams’ could
not get anything together
on the ground, rushing as
a team for a net loss of 8
yards. Mroz lost 42 yards
alone during the game, often
trying to scramble to avoid
pressure.
Maine’s “Black Hole”
defense was very active in
the game, especially the
defensive line. The defense
came up with six sacks
during the game between
five different players. Thirdyear defensive lineman
Patrick Ricard led the
defense in tackles with nine
and recorded 1.5 sacks.
Fifth-year defensive lineman
Michael Kozlakowski also
had a strong game, making
seven tackles and recording
1.5 sacks as well.
In addition to the success
of the defensive line,
fourth-year
cornerback
Sherrod Baltimore had
two interceptions and two
tackles during the game.
Baltimore’s
first

The Black Bears take the field for their victory over Rhode Island.

interception came midway
through the first quarter, and
led to a missed field goal by
Maine fourth-year kicker
Sean Decloux. Maine had
put together an eight play,
62-yard drive after the pick.
Aside from the score and
lack of offensive pressure,
the Rams did score first,
kicking a field goal with just
2:48 remaining in the first
quarter to take the 3-0 lead.

This would be the Rams’
only lead of the game as the
Black Bears would answer
right back.
Wright would play a
major role in the scoring
drive as his 18-yard
reception eventually helped
lead to another 51-yard
touchdown catch from
Belcher to make the score
7-3 Maine.
“Honestly I was just

Michael Schuman
Staff Writer

Jacob Posnik
Sports Editor
Two overtime periods
wasn’t long enough to
settle a women’s soccer
conference bout between
the University of Maine
Black Bears and the University of Hartford Hawks
on Sunday afternoon at
Al-Marzook Field in Hartford, CT. Maine outshot
the Hawks 6-2 combined in
both overtime periods, but
couldn’t find the back of
the net, tying Hartford 1-1.
The matchup was the first
America East conference
play for both teams.
After an evenly matched
and scoreless first half of
play, Hartford notched the
opening goal of the contest at the 63 minute mark.
Third-year forward Tori
Tripp received a through
pass from third-year forward Aaliyah Ingram, then
deked right before sending
perfect shot left to the far

post, over the outreaching
arms of Black Bears thirdyear goalkeeper Claudia
Dube-Trempe to secure a
1-0 lead for the Hawks.
Tripp’s goal was her fourth
on the season.
Maine returned the favor
in the 76th minute of action
when fourth-year forward
Charlene Achille tallied a
goal for the Black Bears
on a penalty kick. After the
Hawks received a goal inside the box, Achille lined
up for the penalty shot and
sent the ball low to the left
corner of the net, beating
Hartford third-year goalkeeper Jessica Jurg with
ease.
Both teams failed to
score for the remainder
of regulation, and neither
could score in the overtime periods as well. Maine
outshot Hartford 2-1 in the
first overtime period, and
then 4-1 in the second,
but Jurg was stout in net
during the overtime peri-

when he gets his hands
on the ball,” Coach Jack
Cosgrove said on Wright.
On the very next
possession for the Rams,
Baltimore would intercept
another Mroz pass right in
front of the Rhode Island
bench. Maine would take
over on the Rhode Island
37-yard line.
See Football on B2

Activist Athletes:
UMaine and MAAV

Women’s soccer
ties Hartford 1-1

Women’s soccer finished a 1-1 tie Sunday.

running the routes the right
way; stuff we worked on
this week, trying to make
plays,” Wright said on his
performance.
“It was a play that we put
in this week, and it worked.
Drew threw the ball up for
me to get and I made the
play on it,” he added on his
touchdown.
“He’s gotten off to a great
start and he’s very confident

Courtesy of Aley Lewis

File Photo

ods and kept the ball out
of the net for the Hawks.
Before the overtime period of bountiful scoring
opportunities for Maine,
the Hawks controlled play
in regulation, outshooting the Black Bears 15-8.
Maine had four corner kick
opportunities to Hartford’s
one, but the Black Bears
were unable to capitalize
on many of their scoring
chances.
Jurg made four saves in
net for the Hawks while
Dube-Trempe stopped five
shots for the Black Bears.
Maine and Hartford entered the game with the
top two nonconference
marks in America East.
With the draw, Maine
moves to 5-3-1 overall
(0-0-1 AE) and Hartford
moves to 6-2-2 (0-0-1 AE).
Maine returns to action
Tuesday when they face off
against Dartmouth in Saco,
ME. Kickoff for that contest is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Athletes are some of the
most recognizable figures
on campus, known for their
efforts on the field. This
is often just the beginning
of their involvement in
the community, as many
athletes are using their
positions as leaders on
campus to positively benefit
the world around them.
The football program
at the University of Maine
has a special connection
with a group on campus
called
Male
Athletes
Against Violence (MAAV),
an
organization
that
specializes in breaking
down cultural norms and
focuses on the elimination
of violent interactions and
sexual assault, particularly
between men and women.
MAAV was founded in
2004 by Dr. Sandy Caron,
a professor at Maine who
received her Ph.D. in peer
education and currently
teaches family relations and
human sexuality classes.
Originally starting with
a group called Athletes
for Sexual Responsibility
(ASR) in 1989, Caron saw
an increase in male athlete
participation and decided to
create a specific subgroup
to cater to them, leading to
the creation of MAAV.
“I’m trying to capitalize
off of the groups that are
the true leaders, are seen
as more visible on campus,
and not only can they
educate their peers, but
they can be role models for
others,” Caron said of the
program’s members.
Over the years, MAAV

has gained some high
profile Black Bears to
join their ranks, and none
are more common than
members
of
Maine’s
football team. There are
four players on this year’s
team that are members of
MAAV, including fourthyear linebacker Christophe
Mulumba
Tshimanga,
fifth-year defensive back
Sherrod Baltimore, fourthyear defensive end Trevor
Bates
and
fourth-year
defensive lineman Michael
Kozlakowski.
“It starts internally,
where young players, first
and second year guys grow
into the role of maybe being
a TA for Dr. Caron and
representing MAAV as a
fourth of fifth year senior,”
Black Bears Head Coach
Jack Cosgrove said.
All these players are the
veterans of the defensive
core, one of the defining
features Maine’s football
team. The “Black Hole”
defense is led by these
players on the stat sheet,
but also in the locker room.
Kozlakowski originally
joined the ASR peer
education
group,
and
participated in two years
of classes before joining
MAAV, where he has been
for the last year. He was
recruited through a friend
who had taken one of
Caron’s classes.
As a veteran player
and student, Kozlakowski
knows the power of the role
he assumes as a student
athlete. He, along with his
teammates, decided to use
that influence to help spread
awareness about violence.
“Being
on
campus,

being a leader, it was a
good course to take. I
thought it would be a great
just because hearing about
it, you can make a huge
impact on the campus itself
through taking the course,”
Kozlakowski said.
The rest of the football
team’s MAAV members
are all defensive players,
and play in positions that
normally are the ones that
are charged with making the
big hits; the most violent
plays. Off the field, they are
quite different, and try to
put that stereotype aside.
“On the field we may be
very masculine, alpha male,
but we feel through this
group, we can show people
that you can be that alpha
male on the field but at the
end of the day you can be
a normal person as well,”
Kozlakowski said.
That is one of the main
goals of MAAV, trying
to dispel some of the
stereotypes that surround
male athletes. Many of these
stereotypes; being tough,
not showing weakness or
emotion, or getting physical
when confronted, are all
norms that MAAV is trying
to change.
“A lot of what we want
to do as MAAV is fight
the social norms,” Chase
Hoyt, a former Maine
football player and student
coordinator of MAAV, said.
“Everyone wants to live in
this little box and not want
to speak out because they’re
comfortable.”
Part of the job of any
MAAV member is make
people comfortable with
See Activist on B2
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Field Hockey blanks
Bryant 8-0

UMaine got their ninth win of the season.

Timothy Rocha and
Spencer Bergholtz
For the Maine Campus
In one of their most dominant games of the season, the
University of Maine Field
Hockey team hit the road and
beat the Bryant University
Bulldogs 8-0 on Saturday.
Maine got on the board in
less than four minutes, when
Crowley met the net for her
first score of the day. The early score came off of an assist
from third-year forward Danielle Aviani and gave Maine a
1-0 lead.
The Black Bears applied
more pressure when fourthyear forward Katie Bingle
scored a goal off of another
Aviani assist. The goal marked
Bingle’s second of the season
and put the game up to 2-0.
Lightning struck twice
when Crowley was again able
to beat Bryant first-year goalkeeper Marissa Elizardo off of
a penalty corner shot.
While Maine played well
during the first half, they truly
shined during the second half,
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accumulating five more goals.
It didn’t take long for Crowley to get on the board for a
third time, as she scored seven
minutes into the second half.
The goal marked her fourth of
the year and makes her a clear
player of the week candidate.
The score rose to 5-0 when
Veljacic met the net. She got
passed a defender and with
precision, fired a quick shot
into the back of the net. She
then proceeded to score again
five minutes later when firstyear back Ella Mosky set up an
assist for her, raising the score
to 6-0.
With the game locked away
late in the second half, Maine
continued to play relentlessly,
scoring two more goals. Firstyear midfielder Libby Riedl got
the first of which when she beat
goalkeeper Elizardo. Fourthyear forward Jessica Skillings
then went in for the kill as she
evaded the goalie and scored.
The goal marked the eighth
unanswered score of the game
and sealed the decisive victory
for Maine.
Game 2 vs: NE:

Courtesy of Aley Lewis

The University of Maine
Black Bears field hockey team
played host to the Northeastern
Huskies on Sunday afternoon,
defeating them by the score
of 2-1 in a hard fought battle.
Maine improved to 9-2 on the
year as Northeastern dropped
to 3-7. Maine’s Head Coach
Josette Babineau was pleased
with her team’s performance.
“We traveled to Providence
last night and were a little bit
worn out,” Babineau said.
“Just being able to sustain their
aggressive attack [was important], especially at the end
when they pulled their goalie,”
Babineau said.
Third-year midfielder Sydney Veljacic started Maine off
on the right foot, scoring her
eighth goal of the season just
13 minutes into the game. Veljacic’s goal came off a nice rebound goal that she gathered in
front of the cage, placing it perfectly in the bottom left of the
net to beat the Huskies thirdyear goalkeeper Becky Garner.
Veljacic’s goal was assisted

That message is a
powerful one, and has
gotten the attention of both
athletes and the community
alike. This reaction has led
to many other male athletes
from different sports joining
the group, and the coaching
staff has taken notice.
“I think [being a role
model] is something that’s
not necessarily our job
but our responsibility as a
student athlete,” Cosgrove
said. “To be willing to
be put out there in the
spotlight, to be looked up to
by young people and to be

always growing, aiming
to help people educate and
from B1
advocate for equality and
respect amongst all people.
speaking
out
against
“One thing we know
violence. The group does
is that a lot of people are
this by participating in a
concerned about these
number of outreach events
issues, but that only takes
on campus and in the
you so far. Who’s going to
community.
stand up and lead? That’s
Events include going to
what the program is about,”
local elementary schools
Caron said.
and reading the book
“It’s not like we’re going
“Hands are Not for Hitting”
to stop. There aren’t enough
and doing activities that
groups out there like us for
inspire our local youth.
us to stop. There’s a lot of
“If we can get to the
need,” Hoyt said.
youth, the young kids,
Groups like MAAV are
early
and
on the rise,
have
them
producing
preaching
activists
what we’re
that carry
“I think that [being a role model] is somepreaching
the lessons
now as a
that
are
thing that’s not necessarily our job but our
young
kid
taught
with
responsibility as a student athlete.”
and growing
them to the
up into that,
next stages
Jack Cosgrove
there won’t
of
their
University of Maine football head coach
be
any
lives.
rape issues
“
I
because
consider
people will respect each passing out advice.”
myself an activist and that’s
other,” Hoyt said.
Cosgrove has developed something I’ll take with me
MAAV members also a football program that after college. It’s something
participate in the Take is very active in the that’s a huge issue that
Back the Night event on community, whether that needs to be addressed,”
campus, table with baked be with groups like ASR Kozlakowski said.
goods (made by the players or MAAV, or players like
There
are
many
themselves,
challenging Bates
participating
in problems in this world that
another social norm), and the Black Bear Mentors need to be addressed, and
participating in the Walk a program. The team even the athletes at Maine are
Mile in Her Shoes walk.
participates in the YMCA’s ready to stand up and face
“To see these 6’4” spring challenges, working them as leaders in their
football players walking and playing through athletic community.
Hopefully,
around in heels; that’s the and academic challenges their influence is powerful
type of message we want to with the area’s youth.
enough to encourage the
send,” Hoyt said, proudly
With the help of these rest of the community to be
displaying a pair of shiny, active players and programs, the change they wish to see.
bright red, size 15 heels.
the reach of MAAV is

Activist

See Field Hockey on B5
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Murray, Graham risky
fantasy bets for week 4
Derek Douglass
Contributor

The Black Bears had pressure on the Rams all day.

Football
from B1

This time the running
game would get the Black
Bears into the end zone, as
Beckford would break free
for a 21 yard rush, topped
off by running over a Rhode
Island cornerback at the
5-yard line en route to the
end zone.
“I’m a physical running
back so if someone’s in
my way it doesn’t matter
to me, I was getting in that
end zone,” Beckford said on
his first touchdown. “The
receivers, they finished the
play. They blocked where
they were supposed to block
downfield. I was following
right behind them.”
There would not be
another score until Decloux
kicked a 43-yard field goal
halfway through the second
quarter to increase Maine’s
lead to 17-3. Maine would
have had another touchdown
as Collins completed a 19yard pass to second-year
receiver Jared Osumah,
but it was called back on a
holding penalty, one of 14
penalties on the day for the
Black Bears.
“I think we set a Guinness
Book of World Records
for penalties. I wouldn’t be
surprised if our offensive
line had 12 themselves.
That’s sitting in my stomach
pretty hard right now,”
Cosgrove said.
Maine would take the
17-3 lead into the locker

room for the half, and would
score again just under four
minutes into the new half.
Beckford would once again
break free from the line, and
with a big block provided
by Collins, would dance his
way into the end zone to
make the score 24-3 Maine.
“I was either going to
be in the way or make a
block. So I made the block,”
Collins said on the play.
The Rams would get their
first touchdown of the game
after a 78-yard drive resulted
in a fourth and goal situation
from the Maine 1-yard
line. After three successful
goal line stands by Maine,
second-year running back
TJ Anderson plunged into
the end zone, cutting the
Black Bear lead to 24-10.
“I think Maine did a good
job up front. They’ve got
some big guys playing good
run defense and we couldn’t
get many cracks,” Rhode
Island Coach Jim Fleming
said after the game.
Maine would start the
fourth quarter with the ball,
and with another Osmuah
touchdown called back on
penalties. That led to a stop
by the Rams’ defense and a
Decloux field goal.
Then
Rhode
Island
capitalized
on
the
momentum and scored on
the very next drive on a
Mroz 3-yard rush. That
score regained the 10 point
deficit, but that was too
much as the defense closed
out the game for the Black
Bears.

Courtesy of Aley Lewis

Even though they got the
win, Baltimore thought the
defense could have been
better.
“I think we played OK,
definitely not satisfied. We
can always play better, we
haven’t played our best yet.
I think we started well, but
we need all quarters to be
like that,” Baltimore said.
“Our
defense
was
outstanding,
make
no
mistake about it, but the way
we finished was lingering,”
Cosgrove added.
Aside from the penalties
and defensive struggles
down the stretch, the Black
Bears were glad to get the
win.
“It’s huge for us,” Collins
said on getting their first
win at home. “It’s great
seeing everyone out here
supporting us. We worked
all summer thinking about
this first home game…we
tried to come out strong. It
puts a smile on your face
to play at home and it feels
great to get a win.”
“I’m just happy that we
won. Our first win for our
2015 football team and our
seniors. Obviously that is
our goal every week, to win.
So that feels better than the
last two weeks,” Cosgrove
added.
With the win, Maine
improves to 1-2 (1-0 in
CAA), while Rhode Island
will fall to 0-4 (0-2 in
CAA). Maine will go on the
road for their next game on
Oct. 3 versus the Richmond
Spiders.

With the NFL set to
reach the quarter mark
of the regular season, it’s
time to take a look at who
your best bets are to start
on your fantasy football
team.
Start ‘em:
Andrew Luck
Off to an auspicious
start to his 2015 campaign,
Luck will show everyone
why he deserves to be
in the conversation of
best quarterback in the
league. Against a leaky
Jaguars defense, Luck
will resurrect his season,
throwing over 300 yards,
totaling four touchdowns
and blowing out the Jags
to be the highest scoring
quarterback this week.
Adrian Peterson
The Denver Broncos
have not looked like the
same team that appeared
in the Super Bowl just
two years ago., meaning
Peterson will have room
to move. He will see
yet again another week
of high volume carries,
as he did in week two,
and he will take off with
those opportunities. The
Vikings’ passing game
will not be effective,
as the Broncos have
two of the elite pass
rushers in the league in
Demarcus Ware and Von
Miller. But, the key is
that Denver is weak in
the middle of the line,
which is where Peterson
thrives. My prediction
is Peterson ammasses 25
carries, 115 yards and
two touchdowns.
Antonio Brown
Brown is already in
the conversation for elite
fantasy stars in 2015,
and this game will be
no different. Against
a
surprisingly
weak
Baltimore
secondary,
Brown will torch them
underneath and for a
couple deep balls, where
he will rack up many

of his receiving yards.
There is not much more to
say about this guy other
than he is an absolute
beast. Brown will have a
steady day, totalling 11
receptions, 150 receiving
yards and a pair of scores.
Martellus Bennett
Off to a somewhat
slow start to the season,
Bennett will break out
this game and you will
need him in your lineup.
He is up against the
Oakland Raiders, who
rank in the top five for
most points given up to
tight ends thus far this
season. Bennett will be
the security blanket for
the mistake prone Jay
Cutler, if Cutler is back
from injury. Bennett will
quietly have a big day,
leading the Bears to a big
victory.
SIT ‘EM:
Drew Brees
Going up against an
up-and-coming
Dallas
Cowboy defense, and
battling
a
shoulder
injury on his throwing
arm, Brees will struggle
mightily
in
this
contest. Despite being
undoubtedly bound for
the Hall of Fame, Brees
is a sit ‘em for me for the
entire season. With his
defense being weak, and
throwing behind a sub
par offensive line, I don’t
see things will get much
better for Brees. On top
of that, I’m predicting
his Saints to get upset
again by a Cowboys team
without Tony Romo and
Dez Bryant. Sorry Drew.
Demarco Murray
Fantasy owners who
took this guy in the
first round this year are
already starting to kick
themselves. After
an
abysmal
performance
against the Cowboys
in week two, I have no
hope for Murray to turn
his performance around.
His amount of carries
have been cut down in
half, and in week four,

will be going up against
a stout run defense in the
Washington
Redskins.
Running behind a terrible
offensive line and having
a sub-par quarterback
in Sam Bradford, it
will likely be another
disastrous
week
for
Murray. It could even be
a disastrous season for
Murray as an Eagle.
Jeremy Maclin
It must be the curse of
being a former Eagle, but
Maclin is another 2015
bust. You need to sit
Maclin this week, as he is
facing off against a good
Bengals secondary. The
biggest issue in Maclin’s
fantasy game is that a
wide receiver has only
caught one touchdown
on the Chiefs team in the
last two seasons. That
is an an unbelievably
sad statistic. Sit this
guy, trade him away, do
something to get rid of
him because he is a waste
of a fantasy spot on your
roster.
Jimmy Graham
I’m not a fan of this
guy since he got traded
to the Seahawks. That
team is a place for your
career to die if you are
receiver. The Seahawks
don’t have a consistent
passing attack, especially
for tight ends. Never has
an elite tight end played
for the Seahawks in at
least five years, and they
don’t fit well in coach
Pete Carroll’s scheme.
After the slow start to
his season already, I
will continue with this
prediction that Graham
will need to be sat for
week four. He even came
out to the media and said
he was not happy with his
role in the offense. When
a player isn’t involved
and isn’t happy in an
offense, it is a deadly
combination
to
his
fantasy game. Sit Graham
this week.
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Around the Conference

FOOTBALL SCORES
9/26

Delaware
North Carolina
Towson
Elon
Dequesne
Albany
Rhode Island
Maine
Central Conn. St.
New Hampshire
James Madison
SMU

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
14
41

Stony Brooke
William & Mary

0

1

21

2

13

3

17

4

13

5

17

6

17

7

27

8

14

9

57

10

48

11

45

12

CAA RECORD

OVERALL

1-0

4-0

1-0

2-1

1-0

2-2

1-0

2-2

1-0

1-2

1-1

2-1

1-1

2-2

0-0

2-1

0-1

2-2

0-1

2-2

0-1

1-3

0-2

0-4

James Madison
William & Mary
Elon
Villanova
Maine
Stony Brook
UAlbany
Richmond
New Hampshire
Towson
Delaware
Rhode Island

UPCOMING

GAMES

Tuesday, September 29
Woman’s Soccer
vs. Dartmouth
7 p.m.
Friday, October 2
Field Hockey
at UMass Lowell
6 p.m.
Woman’s Ice Hockey
at New Hampshire
7 p.m
Saturday, October 3
Football
vs. Richmond
3:30 p.m.
Sunday, October 4
Field Hockey
vs. UMass Lowell
12 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCORES
9/20

Rhode Island
Vermont
Seton Hall
Albany
Wagner
Hartford
New Hampshire
Northeastern
9/23 Stony Brook
Yale
9/24 Central Conn. St.
UMass Lowell

2
3
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
4
0

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Cornell
Binghamton
Stony Brook
Fairfield
UMBC
Washington
Rhode Island
Albany
Dickinson
Hartford
Darmouth
UMass Lowell

1

1

0

2

2

3

2

4

0

5

2

6

0

7

1

8

1

9

9/20

Vermont
Siena
Delaware
U. of the Pacific
Michigan State
UC Davis
Maryland
New Hampshire
Albany
Bucknell
Cornell
Maine

3 9/25
0
1
0
1
2
5
2
3
1
2
0

OVERALL

1-0-0

4-4-1

1-0-0

3-5-3

0-0-1

5-5-1

Around the
League

0-0-1

2-7-2

Thursday, October 1

0-0-0

6-2-1

0-0-0

5-3

0-0-0

2-7

0-0-1

3-6-2

0-0-1

1-8-1

Vermont
New Hampshire
Albany
UMBC
Hartford
Maine
UMass Lowell
Stony Brook
Binghamton

Woman’s Soccer
Albany vs Binghamton
1 p.m.
UMBC vs Vermont
7 p.m.
Field Hockey

4
1

Central Michigan vs U of
the Pacific
3 p.m.

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Bryant
Vermont
New Hampshire
Providence
Brown
California
UC Davis
U. of the Pacific
Connectiut
Stanford
Lafayette
Albany

AE RECORD

0

WOMEN’S FIELD HOCKEY SCORES

Woman’s Ice Hockey
v.s. Boston U
1 p.m.

2

1

1

2

2

3

1

4

1

5

AE RECORD

OVERALL

0-0

4-5

0-0

7-1

0-0

8-2

0-0

2-8

0-0

5-3

New Hampshire
Albany
Maine
Vermont
UMass Lowell

2

Saturday October 3
Football
Albany vs Holy Cross
1 p.m.
Elon vs New Hampshire
3:30 p.m.
William & Mary vs Delaware
7:30 p.m.

0
1
3
2

Sunday, October 4

1

Woman’s Soccer

3

Binghamton vs Hartford
1 p.m.
Field Hockey

THE BIG TIME
Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger injures knee against St. Louis.

Seahawks rebound from
0-2 start to blank struggling
Bears 26-0.

Albany vs New Hampshire
1 p.m
Vermont vs UMass Lowell
1 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Matt Kenseth wins Sylvania
300 at NHMS in Louden,
NH.

Jordan Spieth ends season
with Tour Championship
win.

Utah upsets Oregon 62-20,
Ducks unranked for the first
time since 2009.
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Mets, Dodgers favorites for
National League playoffs
Spencer Bergholtz
Contributor
With
the
playoffs
looming, baseball’s best
are gearing up to vie for a
World Series. The National
League looks especially
strong, so it’s time to take a
look at the top contenders.
NL East: The New York
Mets are in control of the
easiest division in baseball,
the National League East.
The are seeking their
first division title in nine
years behind the strongest
starting pitching staff in
all of baseball led by Matt
Harvey, Jacob DeGrom and
Noah Syndergaard. New
York also just got back their
team captain, David Wright,
who returned to the lineup
right on time to get warmed
up for the post season. The
addition of Yoenis Cespedes
has changed life for New
York, both in the field and
at the plate. Since being
traded from Detroit a couple
months ago, Cespedes is

second in all of baseball in
outfield assists and has been
tearing the cover off of the
ball. Their division rivals
the Washington Nationals
have collapsed in the
second half of the season,
with another failed project
after being predicted to
contend for the title yet
again. They have one of
the best rosters in baseball
but always seem to find a
way to mess it up. People
of the nation’s capital are
calling for manager Matt
Williams’ job after another
underachieving season.
NL Central: There’s
nothing new here in the
NL central, as the St. Louis
Cardinals handled their
business by winning their
third consecutive division
title. Last off-season they
went out and got all-star
right fielder Jason Heyward
from the Atlanta Braves for
a young talented pitcher in
Shelby Miller. Heyward
has played stellar defense
all season and is batting

.290. Heyward completed
the
already
rock-solid
outfield with Matt Holliday
and Randal Grichuk. St.
Louis may not have the
long haired, intimidating
style of the New York Mets
pitching staff, but their staff
has certainly done their
job. After losing their ace
Adam Wainwright in the
second week of the season,
other guys were forced to
step up. Michael Wacha has
lead the way with a 16-6
record to go with his 3.00
ERA. Followed by the great
pitching of Carlos Martinez
and John Lackey really
makes them a force to be
reckoned with in October. It
doesn’t hurt to have Yadier
Molina behind the plate
either, who is notorious for
calling the best games in
all of baseball. The division
has been much better this
season as opposed to years
past with the Chicago Cubs
and Pittsburgh Pirates on the
rise. The Cubs and Pirates
look like they will both

respectively take home the
wild card spots this season.
NL West:
The
Los
Angeles
Dodgers are a lock to
win the National League
West this season by a
landslide. They are led by
co-aces Zack Greinke and
Clayton Kershaw, who are
both contending for the
Cy Young. Greinke and
Kershaw are going to have
to be capable of pitching
very deep into games this
postseason because of how
skeptical their bullpen
has been this year. Adrian
Gonzalez is leading the
way for the Dodgers in
hits, home runs, on base
percentage and RBI. Howie
Kendrick has played stellar
second base and batting .295
with 50 RBI in the lead off
spot. If Yasiel Puig can get
going back at full strength
and play at the all-star level
he is capable of, they could
have a frightening batting
order going into October for
postseason baseball.

Red Sox, Yankees squaring
off for another series
Derek Douglass
Staff Writer
The most prolific rivalry
in all of Major League
Baseball kicks off another
chapter on Monday, Sept.
28, when the Boston Red
Sox travel to New York to
take on the Yankees. The
four game series will capture
every moment of a heated
rivalry, as the Red Sox will
try to upset the Yankees at
Yankee Stadium.
Boston is winding up a
lost season, as they struggle
to avoid face planting to
the bottom of the AL East
with a 72-79 record. The
Yankees on the other hand,
are attempting to stamp their
tickets to the playoffs with
an 83-68 record.
The
Yankees
have
seen the better side of the
rivalry so far, winning 10
of 15 games this season and
outscoring the Red Sox 8958. The last time these two
arch enemies faced off was
in early September. Boston
came out victorious during
the first of three games
with a 4-3 win. Then the
Yankees came out swinging,

dominating Fenway Park as
the Red Sox dropped two
games with scores of 1-3
and 8-13.
There have been many
classic matchups in this
bitter rivalry, including one
earlier this season. During
their first matchup of the
year on April 10, at Yankee
stadium, the Red Sox beat
the Yankees in a crazy
19-inning game, 6-5. The
game lasted a total of six
hours and 49 minutes and
included over 628 combined
pitches between both teams.
Just as it appeared the game
would never end, a sacrifice
fly by center fielder Mookie
Betts allowed shortstop
Xander Bogaerts to score
the game ending run, and
added another chapter to a
great rivalry.
The difference between
these teams right now is
that the Yankees are in a
must win mode. They have
a wildcard spot in their
grasp, and they are winning
just enough games to put
the pressure on the AL East
leading Toronto Blue Jays.
If the Red Sox want to upset
the Yankees, they’ll need
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big performances out of
their best players.
The breakout players
needed the most are Mookie
Betts and Xander Bogaerts.
Both players have been
fundamental this season,
as they lead the team with
hits. Bogaerts currently has
185, while Betts is right
behind him with 162. They
have both formed a great
statistical year and they very
well could be the future of
this Boston team.
During the last YankeeRed Sox matchup on Sept.
2, Bogaerts managed to
accumulate three hits, one of
which was a powerful home
run. Betts has also been
a key player this season,
hitting 15 home runs so far
on the year.
In addition to Betts
and Bogaerts, Red Sox’
designated hitter David
Ortiz needs a strong series.
Big Papi has 35 home runs
on the season. If he can play
well, there’s no doubt he’ll
give the Red Sox a chance
to win.
On the other side,
Yankees designated hitter
Alex Rodriguez has a team

leading 32 home runs, the
most that he has had in a
single season since 2008.
He’s playing at a very high
level, and could give the
Red Sox serious trouble
when he steps up to bat.
The four game series
should be a good one to
watch. The Red Sox have a
chance to ruin the Yankee’s
chance to overthrow the
Blue Jays, though it won’t
be easy. The Red Sox
are struggling while the
Yankees seem to be playing
all right. The most likely
scenario is that the Red Sox
manage to win one, maybe
two games if they play
well. The Red Sox today,
are far different from when
they were the 2013 MLB
championship team. As has
been apparent, the Red Sox
are in a rebuilding year and
they are just trying to finish
the year on a high note.
Though the odds are
stacked against them, this
rivalry has shown time
after time that anything
can happen, and the only
thing we can expect, is the
unexpected.

Cross Country
competes
in Boston
Connor Schnider
Contributor
The Maine Cross Country
Teams traveled to Boston to
partake in the Coast to Coast
Battle of Franklin Park, or the
Battle of Beantown, on Friday
Sept. 24. The meet had over
20 schools from around New
England in attendance, with
the farthest participant being
Florida State. The men’s team
finished in 18th with a score
of 482 and the women’s team
finished in 24th with a score
of 731.
The winner of the men’s
home meet from last week,
third-year
Jesse
Orach,
finished the 8k race 51st out
of 189 runners with a time of
25:00. Fourth-year Levi Frye,
the second Black Bear to cross
the finish line, ran a 25:34
and finished in 90th place.
First-year Aaron Willingham
(120th with a 25:55), thirdyear Justin Tracy (148th
with a 26:26) and fourth-year
Derrek Schultz (150th with
a 26:30) rounded out the rest
of the top five finishers for
Maine.
The top three Black Bears
remained the same as last

Signs

from A1
by first-year midfielder Casey
Crowley, who sent a shot off
Garner’s pads for a juicy rebound that Veljacic took advantage of.
Northeastern knotted the
game up at 1-1 with just one
minute left to play in the first
half. Fourth-year forward
Vanessa Pryor made a great
move, sending a rocket shot
past Maine’s second-year goaltender Emma Cochran. That
was all the Huskies would be
able to get on Cochran as she
turned aside four of five shots
that came her way.
Just five minutes into the
second half Maine regained the
lead off a deep shot by fourthyear midfielder Marissa Shaw
that deflected off a Husky defender and found the back of
the net. Shaw’s goal was set
up beautifully by fourth-year
forward Jessica Skillings.
Maine’s starting goalie
Cochran was replaced by second-year goaltender Emily
Corbett in the second half who
also played stellar in between
the pipes. Corbett faced a lot of

Peace Corps
at UMaine

Information Session
& Application Workshop
Tuesday, September 29

5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Bumps Room - Memorial Union

Choose where you want to go.
Apply in one hour.
Make a difference overseas as a
Peace Corps Volunteer.

peacecorps.gov - 855.855.1961

week, but Tracy and Schultz
pushed themselves up to
fourth and fifth place. The
men’s team finished ahead
of the University of New
Hampshire, the University
at Albany and Rhode Island
University, and 18th overall
of 21 competing men’s teams.
Fourth-year
Annabelle
Wilson, the Black Bears’ no. 1
runner from last week, crossed
the 5k finish line with a time of
19:21 in 164th place. After her
came first-year Hope Gardner
in 179th place at 19:46. Firstyear Faith Gardner finished
third for Maine in 189th
place running a 20:04, and
fourth-year Shannon O’Neil
with second-year Cassandra
Howard finishing in shortly
afterwards at 191st and 192nd
place with times of 20:07 and
20:08 respectively. The top
three runners for the women’s
team were the same from last
week as well, but O’Neil and
Howard both surged forward
to take fourth and fifth place
for the Maine team.
The next meet for the Black
Bears is Oct. 10. The teams
will return to Boston, this
time to take place in the New
England Championships.
difficult shots late in the game,
but remained unfazed by the
Huskies onslaught, making remarkable saves to prevent the
Huskies from tying the game.
Maine has two goalies
in Cochran and Corbett that
Babineau can rely on, consistently splitting halves of each
game this year. Babineau has
been very pleased with the effort of both of her netminders.
“They were both in the
program for a year when they
were training, and last year we
tried to split them a lot but had
a different philosophy giving
them each a game. And it just
didn’t get them in rhythm like
this philosophy [does], because
if they were to do really well
and then had to sit out the next
game. it just takes you out of
your flow. So far, giving them
each a half. it gives them something to concentrate on every
game and they can get out there
and perform day in and day out
whether it is coming off a win
or a loss,” Babineau said.
Maine looks to continue
their success on the road they
travel to UMass Lowell for
their first conference game of
the season on Friday to play the
Riverhawks at 6 p.m.
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The Maine Loan
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Maine’s Alternative Student LoanSM

Multiple
Repayment
Options

the loan for

me.
SM

Two Fixed Rates LOWER
than Federal PLUS Loan

www.mela.net •
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1-800-922-6352

